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TWO SECTIONS

ONE OF KENTUCKY'b
LETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

Fourteen Pages
The News has won awards tor
excell•nce beery year it has been
eubrnitted in Judging contests.
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(By P. W.)
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Volume 39
Noticing the gate wide open on several
occasions recently when I passed that way,
WednesI drove in the Kitty League Park Nothing
around.
glance
a
for
afternoon
day
Banana
has been scheduled there since the
just as
Festival two months ago, and it's
acany
have
to
hard
pretty
be
well. It would
up and
tivity there without first cleaning
used
storing the remaining impedimenta
scattered
remain
which
during the Festival,
all over the place.
The metal doors to the storage building
wandering
are not in place, permitting free
to be
needs
place
whole
The
throughout.
mistidied up and secured from vandals and
chief-seekers. The gate should be locked and
the premises posted against treaspassing.
Let's take care of what we have.

Memphis Engineer Will Discuss
Flood Project At Joint Meeting
After the occurrence of five major and numerous minor floods in the Fulton-South Fulton
area since June of 1945, relief is in sight for alrhost 6,500 people presently living in the urban
areas of Fulton and South Fulton, and 1,500 people living in downstream rural areas.

I haven't had a chance to read it yet,
but Win Whitnel tells me that in his column
this week he has information that Jesse
James is buried down in nearby Tennessee.
Now I hate to resurrect old skeletons, but
Jesse was supposed to have been killed in
St. Joe, Missouri. As a matter of fact for the
past 30 years, up there, for every tankful of
gas at a nearby station you could go through
the house free and see the bullet hole, the
pisluce, gati.tbe chair orlesse was standing
on when he was shot.
While there's not likely to be any parallel, the occasion reminds me of the tug-ofwar,to this day, between Kentucky and Missouri over Daniel Boone. Where is Daniel
Boone buried. .. in Booneville, Missouri or
in Frankfort, Kentucky? Both claim his
grave. In case you don't remember the
story. ..
It seems that Boone, who died in Booneville, Missouri, was to be removed to a special grave of honor in Kentucky, and Missouri
gave permission for the transfer. But the
grave was unmarked, and only an aged family servant remembered exactly where it
was. At his direction, a coffin was dug up,
carried to Kentucky and buried with honors.
The old servant later confided that he
had purposely directed the Kentuckians to
the wrong grave, and that Daniel still slept
peacefully in Missouri, where his old servant
felt he wished to remain.
The Home and Curtain Shop in Water
Valley, and all of its contents, were destroyed in a fire last Friday night. Our sincere
sympathies to Shirley Witherspoon, who had
a beautiful place and who does tremendous
things with her decorating magic. Shirley
plans to open new quarters in Water Valley,
and keep right on going. Congratulations!
Two other unusual fires, one in Fulton
and one in Union City this past week, might
well point up a warning to home owners who
try to get more light out of a ceiling fixture
than the fixture is built to handle.
In both cases, bulbs of extra high wattage caused the ceiling fixture to get very
hot. The fixture, being flush against the ceiling, catfsed the ceiling to catch fire.
As one Fulton fireman remarked, "if the
fixture says 'use 60-watt bulbs', use 60-watt
bulbs—or whatever size it specifies. They're
not kidding."
ACCENT THE POSITIVE — A California publisher asks, "Isn't it time to accent
the positive" This year for example:
More than 196,000,000 of our people
will not be arrested. More than 89,000,000
married persons will not file for divorce.
More than 115,000,000 individuals will maintain formal affiliation with some religious
group. More than 75,000,000 citizens and
corporations will pay more than $160 billion
in income taxes.
More than 9,000,000 students will not
burn their draft cards. More than 75,000,000
students will not riot or petition or destroy
our system. More than 4,000,000 teachers,
preachers and professors will not strike or
participate in riotous demonstrations

Related to the flood problem
is the application of the South
Fulton city commission for
flood insurance coverage under
the provisions of the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968.
A copy of the Flood Plain

Information report, along with
Approximately 200 persons maps and a copy of a "Resthe
meet- olution of Cooperation With The
are expected to attend
ing at which a booklet "Flood Requirements For Participabe tion in The National Flood InPlain Information" will
distributed. The booklet con- surance Program" have been
tains diagrams and maps of sent to the federal insurance
the affected areas. A slide pre- administrator in Washington, D
C.
sentation is also scheduled,'
A study by the Memphis DisIn order to receive federal
trict Engineer of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers reports that coverage, the City of South
a high degree of protection Fulton must enact measures
can and should be provided by the first of the year reguaganist the existing flood pro- lating the use of the flood plain
and the flood way.
blems in this area.
Mr. Stark said the city's
Proposed improvements include approximately one mile planning commission will hanof concrete
paved channels dle this, and by the first of
through the urban areas and the year, an authorized local
about 10 miles of channel en- agent should be able to sell
largement in the rural area the insurance.
downstream.
Mayor Nelson Tripp, acting
The report states that if the
Funeral services for Mrs. project is carried through, it city manager for Fulton, said
Nita Yates, a young Hickman will offer 50-year protection that although no resolution has
County woman who died as the In the urban areas and three- been passed for Fulton, coverresult of a gunshot wound in year protection to the border- age is available under the same
the temple, were held Thursday, ing farmlands.
plan for the city's residents.
The national program was
at 2 p.m. at the Chaney FunThe project will be funded
eral Home in Hickman.
federally. After a review by the established under the Housing
Mrs. Yates died Tuesday at Mississippi River Commission and Urban Development Act of
the John Gaston Hospital in in Vicksburg, plans will go to 1968 to make limited amounts
Memphis, after being treated Washington for Congressional of flood insurance, which was
previously unavailable from
at the Fulton Hospital, then approval.
transferred to Memphis.
No local expenditure is re- private insurers, available to
her
at
occurred
The incident
quired, however, Jim Stark, property owners by means of
home one mile west of Highway city manager of South Ful- a federal subsidy.
family dwelOne-to-four
45 near Water Valley. Charges ton, said that the more partihad not been filed at the time cipation gained at the communi- lings, and properties principalThe News went to press.Sheriff ty level, the faster the project ly occupied by small businesses
Red Gardner of Clinton is in will be pushed through Con- are the only types eligible for
this type of insurance.
charge of the investigation.
gress.
said the
Sheriff Gardner
woman's husband, Ray Yates,
told him he had been looking
at a .22 pistol, and that when he
started to put the pistol away
the weapon accidentally Ascharged striking his wife in the
head.
The sheriff said that Mrs.
Yates was shot in the temple
Fulfilling his promise to visit paign heads.
with a .22 pistol. No
Democratic precinct workers
other In every county in Kentucky bedetails of the shooting were fore the election on November in Fulton County, as announced
by
released.
Dan Taylor, county co-chairwill
Ford
Wendell
2, Lt.-Gov.
Mrs. Yates, the 21-year old make a helicopter tour
of man, are: Palestine—Brady
mother of two children, was the Kentucky beginning next week. Williamson; Cayce -- Robert
wife of Ray Yates, a riverboat
On Thursday, October 28 Gene Lusk and C. R. "Jack"
had Ford will swoop down on Ful- Austin;
employee. The family
moved to Hickman County only ton, at nine a.m. for a last
Four Points -- Mrs. John
a few days ago. They were for- minute visit with friends and Flemings; and
Crutchfield-mer Fulton and Hickman resi- supporters.
Arlie Batts and C. A. "Cletus"
dents.
Binford.
Motorcades from all of the
Captains for the four Fulton
communities around Fulton are
being planned to welcome thc city precincts, as announced by
front - running gubernatorial Mrs. Mildred Freeman, Fulton
candidate on his last swing City Chairwoman for Fordaround the State. Ford is also Carroll, are:
City Hall -- Miss Gertrude
scheduled to be in Clinton,
Mrs. Willie Mabry and Mrs. Bardwell, and other communit- Murphy; Pepsi -Cola -- Charles
awardIrene Bransford will be
ies in the First District on Oc- Jobe; Health Center -- Mrs.
and pins of tober 28.
James Butts; and Woman's
ed certificates
life membership in the WSCS
Democratic campaign lead- Club--Mrs. A. B. "Pete" Rob(Women's Society of Christian ers in Fulton County are urging erts and Bennie Gordon.
Service), Sunday, October 24. a large turn-out for the heliworkers for the
Several
The awards will be presented copter tour and to wish Ford
for FordYoung Democrats
at 2:30 p.m. at the Rush Creek success in the balloting
on
Carroll have been announced
United Methodist Church near November 2.
by David Austin, Fulton CounCayce.
Precinct workers for Young ty chairman.
A reception for the recipients
Precinct captains named are:
and an open house for the newly Democrats, for Fulton City and
David Lattus, Hickman; Brady
remodeled church will follow. for the County of Fulton have
Williamson, Palestine; Charles
Everyone is invited to attend. been announced by local camCurlin, Cayce; and Tommy
Perry, Gary Williamson, and
Tommy Pruitt, Fulton.

Col. John V. Parish, Jr.,
district engineer for the Memphis District Corps of Engineers, will present the proposed $2,813,000 project to alleviate flood problems to members of the Retail Merchants
Association, the Rotary, Lion's,
Kiwanis, Civitan and Business
Women's
Professional
and
Clubs at a joint meeting at the
Park Terrace Tuesday at noon.

Incidentally, we are told that a financion the 1971 Festival would
accounting
al
have to wait until a later date. It seems that
the Treasurer's report, in its present form, is
a little difficult to understand.
Although not advertised this week,
Hard Times are coming to a local night spot.
"Hard Times" is the name of a rock outfit from down in Tennessee,and I don't know
when I have ever heard one more appropriately named.
In case you were wondering about "Joe
Commode and his Four Flushers", they were
not a rock outfit; they were Dixieland. like
Red Nichols and his Five Pennies. There is a
BIG difference.
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THE NEW MILLION-DOLLAR FULTON HIGH SCHOOL,• scant two months away from occupancy, grows more and more impressive each week as workmen begin to put the finishing touches on the interior. (Above) News photographer, standing in a corner of tho giant
"Commons", shows tho Commons, the stage steps, stage, and a portion of the adjoining gym.
'target date for moving is the Christmas vacation period.

Feasibility Study Now Underway
On A Hickman Port Authority
The first chairman of that
veloped into a major transportation harbor on the Mis- local agency was Elbert Bursissippi River. Hugh Lattus, cham with Erie Exell, Brantchairman of the Fulton County- ley Amberg, Hoyt Barnett, Ro
City of Hickman Port Author- Gardner and Waudell Yarbro
ity told the members of the serving as members.
In February 1962 a bill was
board Monday night that Hickman had the only natural har- introduced in the Kentucky GenKentucky.
of
state
eral Assembly seeking to pass
bor in the
Mayor Richard White, ex- legislation to set up a port
pressing great enthusiasm for authority. It was House Bill
the efforts made by the port 131, introduced by then-Repauthority and the City of Hick- resentative Henry Maddox that
man said: "We have had to de was passed in the General Assome hard work in getting the sembly in January 1964.
money to do this study. I think
In addition to Mr. Lattus
that with' thelf‘M 619116 flJj
afar Members of the Fulton
of Hickman and with the added County-City of Hickman Port
Incentive of having a permanent Authority are: Joe Rumfelt,
Coast Guard installation here, Phillip Grissom, Julius Falkoff,
Hickman can become one of the Hughey Collins and Frank Bird.
focal points of river transporta- City Manager Don MacLaren
tion from St. Louis to Mem- and Mayor White attended the
the
meetings
representing
phis."
Julius Falkoff, president of Hickman City Commission.
The award to Allen and Hothe Chamber of Commerce said
that, "if a port is ever de- shall was made on the recomveloped for Hickman, it would mendation of City Manager Don
change the entire industrial out- Mac Laren, who advised the
look for a wide area in West members of the Port Authority
Kentucky and West Tennessee." Monday night that it was also
The Younger Woman's Club In addition to studying the pos- the choice of Keith Kelley, reof the
of Clinton will hold its annual sibility of making Hickman a gional representative
Arts and Flowers ShowOctober major transportation center, Economic Development Agency.
deto
attempt
will
study
the
28 at 7:30 p.m. at the American
termine the feasibility of an
Legion Hall in Clinton.
POST OFFICE CLOSED
The public is urged to par- industrial park, similar to that
The Fulton-South Fulton post
Mississippi,
ticipate by bringing floral ar- of Greenville,
office will be closed all day
rangements, either dried, fresh within the port area.
The effort to get a detailed Monday, October 25, in odaseror artificial; arts in all media,
vence of Veterans Day. There
chatcoal, oil, pastels or water and expert study on the Hickbe no city or rural delivercolors; crafts of wood or man harbor began as Icsig ago will
Davis
Mail will be distributed to
ies.
King
Mayor
leather; macrame, decoupage, as 1962 when
em- Introduced a resolution seek- the boxes as usual.
and
quilting, carving
ing dredging of the local harbroidering.
The items may be brought bor by the Corps of Engineers.
SCHOOL DISMISSED
to the American Legion from It was in October 1964 that an
Fulton City Schools will be
were
resolution
and
order
1:90 to 5:30 p.m. October 27,
dismissed Monday in obseror from 9 a.m. until 11:30 a.m., spread on the minutes of the Vallee of Veterans Day. Classes
esCouncil
City
Hickman
28.
October
p.m.
4:30
or 1 to
will resume Tuesday at the
The public is invited to attend tablishing the Hickman River
regularly scheduled time.
Port Authority.
the show.

A Hickman Port Authority
study, almost ten years in the
planning stage, came nearer to
when
night
reality Monday
members of the authority let
a contract to Allen and Hoshall
of Memphis to do a feasibility
study on the project.
In addition to being the lowest
bidder on the study, the firm
employed on
has also been
various other municipal programs as consulting engineers.
The Allen and Hoshall bid was
$23,400.00, and will be paid
for out of a $28,000.00 grant
bwartIKI to the local 'group by
Development
Economic
the
Agency. An additional $9000.00
will be furnished by the City
of Hickman with "in kind" services.
The ,feasibility study is being made to determine whether
be deor not Hickman can

Clinton Club Hosts
Art, Flower Show

Gunshot Wound
Is Fatal To
Local Woman

Ford Helicopter Tour
Will Land In Fulton

Life Memberships
Will Be Awarded

Add Another Honor For Anna Lou
By Betty Higgins
What does it take tobe named
-Woman of the Year" by a
club which is a member of
the largest women's organization of its kind in the world?
Jetta Speight, president of
the local Business and Professional Women's Club, made
the following succinct statement
in presenting the title to Anna
Lou Caldwell Sunday morning
at the club's Prayer Breakfast:
"This woman is chosen for
her outstanding work in the
business and professional field
and contributions to her community, and for outstanding contributions to the Federation of
Business and Professional Women."
Obviously, club members felt
Miss Caldwell fit this description well, for in secret ballot
they named her as their "Woman of the Year."
A look at her qualifications
makes the decision easily understood. Anna Lou Caldwell
has the proverbial "list as
long as your arm" when it
comes to honors and commendations.
Mrs. Speight described her as
"a woman who has been honored
by the War Department, the
Army, Air Force, and the Department of Agriculture." She
was referring to the fact that
Miss Caldwell received recognition for superior services
while employed by the War Dehas recently
partment, and
,Outmerited an award for'

standing Service" in the Department of Agriculture, FarmHome
ers
Administration,
Dresden, Tennessee, where she
has been employed for the last
four years as County Clerk.
Previously, Miss Caldwell
was employed by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Social Security Administration, Dyersburg, Tennessee, and employed as Administrative Assistant by the
Air
War Department, Army
with stations headForce,
quartered from Maxwell Field,
Alabama, during World War II.
She was also employed as
personnel manager of the War
Department Barrage Balloon
Training Center, Camp Tyson,
Tennessee; by S. B. Smith Tobacco Company, Mayfield, Kentucky; by Flavius B. Martin,
Sr., and Sam Boyd Neely, attorneys, Mayfield, as a legal
secretary and grand Jury reporter, and by Rader, Groh
and Hartlieb, attorneys, Anchorage, Alaska.
Miss Caldwell added thst'she
experience
gained
valuable
from her first jobs with Fall
and Fall Insurance Agency and
Fulton Building and Loan.
A graduate from South Fulton High School at 16 years
of age, the "Woman of the
at
Year" made her mark
Draughon's College, Paducah,
by finishing •two-year course
of study in only seven months.
Her academic career also
Includes work at the Artie
School of Stenography, An-

chorage, Alaska, the University of Tennessee School of
Nursing, Memphis, the University of Tennessee, Martin,
and LaSalle University.
In her six years of membership in the local Business
Women's
Professional
and
Club, Miss Caldwell has served
as president two terms, in
1969-70, and again in 1970-71.
She has also served the club
as telephone committee chairman, and on the telephone committee. Presently she is acting
as assistant district director
in District One.
Born and reared in the McConnell community near South
Fulton, Miss Caldwell lives on
a farm owned by her family
since 1850. Her ancestory is
a distinguished one.
Her great-grandmother was
James K. Polk's great-niece,
and her great-grandfather and
the founder of Austin, Texas
YEAR" . . . E end PW president Jett.
were brothers. She is a descen- "WOMAN OF THE
dent on her grandfather's side SpoigM, NE, presents the club's "Woman of the Yew" sward
of Woodrow Wilson.
to Anna Lou Cletatell et the Pritrar Breakfast Sunday marakte•
As one might expect, Miss Mothers selected Miss Caldwell In secret bat*.
Caldwell is not one for passive
hobbles. She enjoys deer huntIn addition to the award pres- activities, tecluding a Country
ing and fishing with her nephew,
Fair to be held Saturday, OctoBrad Boggess, a junior at South entation, the breakfast included
ber 23 at the Community CenFulton High School, and his scripture readings by members, music by Mrs. Nelsen ter. The fair will feature a
friends.
sale, the giving away of
She also enjoys working with Tripp, and a message from bake
Gerald Stow on a country ham, and the sale
the teenagers who attend the Reverend
which range in price
items
Service in this of
McConnell Church of Christ. "Christian
from $1 to 23.
She presently teaches and has Era of Responsibility."
The fair will run from 10
The local members are obtaught for many years the Young
serving the week with several •.m. until 8 p.m.
Ladles Training Class.

Democratic Headquarters is
located at the corner of Lake
and Fourth Streets in the old
Smith's Cafe building. Headquarters is open daily. The
public is invited to drop by.

Jr. High Team
Is Undefeated
This Season
A win over Hickman here
Tuesday night brought the Fulton Junior High team's record
to 5-0. The undefeated team
to an
held their opponents
eight-point score, while Fulton
wracked up 24 points.
Fulton picked up the first
two points of the game on a
safety during the first quarter,
then added a touchdown on a pass
from Billy Shell to Patton.
A 27-yard run by Shell accounted for the champ's third
score. Completion of the extra
points brought the half-time
score to 16-0.
Then in the third quarter,
Hickman scored on a 20-yard
run by Al Choate, the extra
points being completed by Purnell Kenney.
A series of plays and passes
brought the ball to the 15-yard
line and a pass from Shell to
Ronnie Nelms gave the team Its
third touchdown.
The next game will he Ottober 26 at Western on the
Fulton County Field.
The Junior High's fourth whi
came in a game against Cayes
Saturday night at the Fultein
County Field.

•
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Must Taxpayers Pay
Nunn-Miller Campaign Bill?
11.1c

•

AS ELECTION TIME rolls
around there seems to be an irresistible urge among Kentucky's
politicians to get the taxpayers to
pay for political promotion.

A recent case was the $25,000
newspaper supplement that Judge
-;• Hollenbach's Democratic administration used to trumpet its accom• plishments to Jefferson County
— residents.
The fad is catching. First Re" publican Governor Louie Nunn is
about to send out 100,000 letters
7 7 -reporting on the achievements of
his administration. Then Agriculture Commission J. Robert Miller,
• a Republican who happens to be
. trying to "musical chair" his way
into four years as state auditor,
goes the Governor one better by
_ ordering upwards of 165,000 letof his own—to be mailed out
• :ters
•at least 115,000 envelopes with
;a similar number of covering let-• -ters from Mr. Nunn.
•, That's at least 215,000 mailings, which at first-class rates
the postage alone will cost
'means
:1: •
:the taxpayers $17,200. And that's
.7..2...not counting at least another
•.' $5,000 for printing, addressing and
••••

•

Handle With Care
Automobile insurance rates
ave risen as everyone knows, but
---r4ihe reasons for a substantial part
the rise are far from well
---4nown. To a significant degree,
insurance costs on the cam...-.
auto are a'measure of changing
--t-"tandards and desires of auto ownrs
2017
P411.c PcP:411P,
Iffrptir-.
r•
=Mini
es ago.
Today's car may be pleasing
",..-;:t.:to the eye, but it should be stamped "Fragile—Handle With Care."
U. S. Department of Transmotorists
portation estimates
•
:could save $1 billion a year in auto
insurance costs and out-of-pocket
repair bills if all cars were designed to meet the structural require.rnents that are now demanded in a
California law concerning auto
bumpers. California is the fourth
state to enact bumper legislation.
. The law requires that there be no
;• damage to vehicles in five-mileper-hour front and rear crashes
into a standard concrete barrier.
A release from the American
Insurance Alliance, in
:::-----:tommending the action of the
2.-•:iii3tate of California, observes,".. .
=:today's cars are vulnerable to an
astonishing amount of damage in
'Tow-speed, lender-bender'crashes.
--Four popular 1971 sedans crashed
—ca
- r-to-car at 10 mph produced re-pair bills averaging $516.40. As a
result, auto damage has become
_the dominant factor pushing up
the cost of automobile insurance.
The purchaser of a late-model car
now pays two thirds of his total
auto insurance bill for coverages
that pay for vehicle repair or replacement. Only one third goes for
coverages that pay for personal injuries."
Instead of blaming the insur' 'ance company for the high cost of
.,....auto insurance, American motor:c•;:ists should change their tastes in
_• dar design, which, of itself, could
.. lead to greater consideration of the
. functional, rather than the ornamental, by auto manufacturers.
.

Veined one of Kantuelry's "Bost All Arouse'
Papers.

•;: latcond-class postage paid at Puttees, Ky.
;

Nos all mah (subserlpfitits,
of
IL- address. Perms 3179) ft Pest Offle• Sox PIK
!viten, Kentucky 4200
s: • .scription Rates: $3.15 per year In Felten.
mcknum, Graves Countits, Ky., and Oblige
and WeakIty Counthis, Tenn. Illsevalere
• throughout Kw United States HA per year.
•
diretueky Suitserrs must add 5% Salm
'mama.

!‘...;glueceaser of various weekly papers Pullin
Its first of which was founded in 1111111.
rdblislted Fifty Ilmredays et The Year at

to Commercial'. Ave. Fulda, Ky. alill

handling.
Should the taxpayers foot the
bill for this paper blitz? Not for
the letters mailed before the November 2 election. And one can't
help having the sneaking hunch
that after that date both Mr. Nunn
and Mr. Miller — no matter how
the elections turn out — will suddenly lose much of their mid-October interest in getting out reports to the people.
—Louisville Courier-Journal

THE TIDE RISES, THE TIDE FALLS
The tide rises, the tide falls,
The twilight darkens, the curlew calls,
Along the sea-sands damp and brown
The traveller hastens toward the town,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
Darkness settles cm roofs and walls,
But the sea, the sea in the darkness calls;
The little waves, with their soft, white hands,
Efface the footprints in the sands,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
The morning breaks; the steeds in their stalls
Stamp and neigh, as the hostler calls;
The day returns, but nevermore
Returns the traveller to the shore,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.

Giant Giveway
Reportedly, the deficit in the
federal government's budget for
the 1971 fiscal year will top $20
billion—about $100 for every person in the country. Fiscal 1972
will probably see another federal
deficit of $20 billion or more—another $100 of national debt for
everyone in the country. In just
two years, federal deficits will approach $50 billion. The total debt
of the federal government stands
just short of $400 billion—nearly
$2,000 per person. Interest on this
incomprehensible total equals
roughly $400 a year for a family of
four.
With pressure increasing for
expanded welfare programs of one
kind or another including social
security, health insurance, housing, medical care and so on without end, the prospect in the years
ahead for bringing the public debt
under control appears to be virtually nil—as is the outlook for con:0:+11401../4014i0TheiTthe
the p*—~e
pant AIMIMITIrto the ferlf§rbf
the political strategy of trying to
give away dollars faster than inflation destroys their value.

Main Street Danger
Many years ago, there were
those who feared that the highvolume, low-price, chain store
method of mass distribution would
put smaller merchants out of business. In reality, the merchandising
revolution introduced by chain
stores strengthened the nation's
distribution system, and all merchants adopted the high-volume,
low-price techniques.
Today, government poses a
greater threat to certain classes of
retailers than competition ever
has. The thousands of small neighborhood stores on the Main Streets
of towns throughout the country
are now in danger of being legislated out of existence by a littleunderstood provision in the current proposal to amend the minimum wage law. Not only are plans
afoot to boost the minimum wage
to $2.25 an hour, but there is also
a provision for removing the exemption from federal minimum
wage coverage for all stores doing
a business of less than $250,000.
The exemption was established
back in 1960 when retailing and
the service trades were included
under the minimum wage bill for
the first time. The late President
John F. Kennedy, then a Senator,
believed that smaller stores, many
of the family type, should not be
subjected to the burden of the
minimum wage requirement. Both
Houses of Congress concurred. It
was obvious that small retail outlets could not generate the traffic
nor the sales per employee hour to
support the minimum wage stanard of huge, busy, downtown
stores in big cities.
The exemption that was valid
then is still :end today. If it is removed or reduced as now proposed, under new minimum wage
legislation, Congress and the government will literally drive the retail business to larger stores in
cities and big shopping centers.

RAPID CITY: The visitor gets
a whole new outlook on life in
this fascinating part of South
Dakota, where the open spaces
offer peace and quiet, and where
the scenic attractions are almost
too numerous to catalog!
"Rapid City is a Frontier
Town," according to the progressive airline that serves this
city, and you get that idea when
you are Mel at the airport by
Hoadley Dean, wearing a cowboy hat and boots. He's a
business executive, but his
costume is not unusual here,
any more than it would be in
some of the ranching areas of
Wyoming. Colorado or Texas,
for instance.
South Dakota is a farming and
ranching state, and big industry
hasn't polluted the skies and the
streams, something for which
all the residents are grateful.
The visitor has a choice of
attractions. The Black Hills are
beautiful, and the nearby Badlands National Monument offers
some of America's most spec-

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
'anted in homemade foods,
crafts and furniture. When he
enrolled in a woodworking class
in Morgantown, Jed knew that
his dream was going to come
true.(grades 7-9)
BY LUCY DANIEL
This week let's take a quick
glance at some new books for
our younger readers that have
Just arrived from the Department of Libraries in Frankfort.

ed are the exciting stories of
Miguel Hidalgo, Jose Morelos,
Agustin Iturbide, and Benito
Juarez, all Mexican leaders,
and finally, Jose Marti, often
called
Cuba's "Apostle of
GRAND
PRIX
UNITED Freedom."(grades 7-Up)
STATES by Jeffrey Ashford,
To Team Camargo, the race at
THE DOPE BOOK by Mark
Watkins Glen is the Grand Prix Lieberman. Using
ordinary
that must be won. Sam Preston language, THE DOPE BOOK
has put American dollars into explains the chemistry of drugs,
creating an American Formula what they do inside the body,
I car, and what Sam Preston and what results their actions
wants is victory on the one have. It describes what a dose
American course in the Grand of heroin actually feels like,
Prix circuit. Dick Knox, the what's inside a red devil, why
young English driver for Team marijuana makes you high. It
Camargo, hopes to win it, not also outlines what's in the fedJust for Sam, but because he eral laws—just how long you
drives only to win. But a third could be jailed from various
and more compelling urge rides drug offenses. (grades 6-UP)
with Dick Knox as he competes
in Grand Prix United States.
WRESTLE THE MOUNTAIN
(grades 6-9)
by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor.
"We're five generations in the
LIBERATORS OF
LATIN mines, and you're the only son
AMERICA by Bob Young. Some I got. If it ain't to be mines,
of history's -most inspired and It's gok to be tsomethin' awful
dedicated men have devoted good," Big Tate told his son.
their lives to the cause of Jed Jefferson Tate respected
independence in Latin America. his father, but even at eleven
This lucid account concentrates he knew he didn't want to work
on nine men who worked for In the coal mines. The mines
freedom in the colonies domi- provided a meager subsistence
nated primarily by Spain. A for the families of Tin Creek;
highlight is the colorful biogra- but they also crippled and took
phy of Toussaint L'Ouverture lives. Jed dreamed of becoming
of Haiti, a faithful slave who a woodcarver. He hoped that
suddenly emerged as a com- his father would understand that
mander and politician to free doing delicate work with one's
the island's slaves. Simon Bo- hands was as good as working
livar and Jose de San Martin, in the West Virginia mines.
both of the privileged classes, But sometimes Jed felt that
envisioned and fought for in- talking with his father was like
dependence for all of South yelling at the mountain. Jed's
America. Dom Pedro!, of Port- teacher recognized his talent
ugal's exiled royal family, and encouraged him. His carvbrought independence to Brazil ings were sold at Tin Creek
without bloodshed. Also includ- Crafts, a cooperative that spec-

PADDINGTON TAKES THE
AIR by Michael Bond. "If you
ask me," said
Mrs. Bird,
"it's a good Job we can't see
into that bear's mind. There's
no knowing what we might find
sometimes!" And when Paddington, that woebegone bear
from Darkest Peru, attempts
to give grouchy Mr. Curry a
bargain offer in trouser repairs, or displays amazing
horsemanship with the aid of
Mrs. Bird's unusual meringues,
or decides to embark upon the
thrilling career of a mystery
detective in the style of his
hero Carlton Dale, the Brown
family can only gloomily speculate about the disastrous outcome of Paddington's newest
adventures. For most people
"taking the air" is merely
taking a simple stroll, but
as all true Paddington admirers
might expect, nothing is simple
for Paddington.
As usual,
though, he retains his talent
for turning his sticky moments
into great triumph. And with the
aid of some herd stares, emergency marmalade sandwiches,
and incontestable logic, Paddington overcomes the hazards
recounted in this new book of
adventures, which will delight
his fans and charm any newcomers to the Paddington scene.
(grades 3-7)
EDISON EXPERIMENTS YOU
CAN DO by Marjorie Van de
Water. The experiments in this
book are derived from experiments that Thomas Alva Edison performed himself. Edison,
whose inventive genius has not
been surpassed, had a great
curiosity about the nature and
workings of comm on substances. A smoking lamp chimney, for example, ledto the in-

vention of the carbon button,
which made It possible the long
distance telephone transmitter.
The inventor recorded the progress of his research in a series
of notebooks. From the Edison
notebooks come the experiments in this book. As the young
scientist works out the experiments he will become familiar
with some ofthe basic scientific
underlying such
principles
great inventions and discoveries as the incandescent lamp,
the carbon button, the fuse, and

tacular scenery. Historic Deadwood is only One of several
towns with historic backgrounds. Mt. Rushmore ranks
among our most intriguing
sights, and there also is the
Crazy Horse monument to include on your itinerary.
Add fine accommodations and
hospitality to the list of Rapid
City attractions, and it's easy
to understand why Dick
Cummins of Frontier Airlines,
Hoadley Dean and others to
whom I have spoken are so
enthused about the area. I recommend it for a stopover if you
are traveling West, either by
car or plane. Convenient air
service is offered from several
cities, including Chicago.
Omaha and Denver.
• * •

PURELY PERSONAL: I've
entered a dozen of these mail
sweepstakes in the past couple
of years, and have conic up with
.... an airline tote bag
a winner.
offered as one of the sixth prize
awards in an RCA contest.
it's a good bag, better than any
of the other nine airline bags I
already have.... I always use a
drinking straw when lighting a
fire in a fireplaces, instead of a
match ...and when I'm lighting
a decorathe candle. I always
turn it on its side to keep the
flame from singeing my fingers
... I dread having someone light
up a cigar at the table when
the
I'm enjoying a meal
smell stifles the aroma and stupefies the taste buds .... waitresses
with the sniffles should stay
home and not spread germs
among customers .... I never
drink the water when traveling
on a plane or train. since there
arc too many chances for contamination.... when thirsty. I
get something canned or bottled.
• ••

ether-lc force(wireless). He can
build a phonograph, which the
Inventor called a "talking machine", or he can make a simplified
version of Edison's
electric pen, which was the
forerunner of the modern mimeograph machine. Here is a
fascinating introduction to the INSURANCE WHEN YOU
mind of a man who in many TRAVEL: The wise traveler
ways changed our world.
checks to make sure he has
worldwide theft insurance, to
protect him whether at home or
away, says the Allstate Motor
HI, NEW BABY by Andrew
Modern homeowner's inC. Andry for Kindergarten Club.
this type of
through grade 1. To parents, surance can provide
a new baby in the family is a coverage.
•••
happy event. But to the first
Don Frankel says everyone
child, about to lose his place
as the center of his parents' who got anywhere had to start
world, it can be an upsetting from where ht
and confusing time. Mothers
•• O.'S.: :
and fathers naturally want to
When the 10I-year-old
help their child cope with this consinite was asked the secret
often bewildering situation so of his long life, he replied:
that he too can share in the "Vitamin pills. I've been taking
happiness of the new baby's ar- them since I was 99."
—Romaln C. Brandt.
rival. By reading this book to
• ••
their child, parents can provide the extra reassurance
Bob
Wright
says these are
and attention that can mean
highlights in the world of stuso much at this time. And with
pidity during the past 12 months:
The basketball coach who deThomas Di Grazta's superb
illustrations, as warm and vised the perfect zone defense—
the
3-3-2.
understanding as the text, it is
The All-American football
a book that the child can look
at over and over again, dis- player who declined offers of
covering for himself what an $750,000 from professional
exciting, welcome and happy learns because "it's always been
event a
new baby can be. my ambition to go into the
weekly newspaper business."
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POTPOURRI: Personal nom-

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock I
TWENTY YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 2, 1926
Mrs. Casey Jones, widow of the famed railroader, was through Fulton Friday on her way
to Paducah, where she spoke Friday to about 150
employes of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St
Louis railway at their annual Safety First meeting.
Mrs. Jones, who is the grandmother of Charlie Jones, an I C. employee of Fulton, makes her
home in Jackson, Tennessee. Her famed late husband lived for many years at Cayce, Kentucky
near here.

ory Log Friday night at 8:30 when an auto trans- ination for the world's best
port, loaded with two cars and two trucks, ran cantaloupes: Those from the
wildly, without a driver, down Fourth Street and Spokane Valley in the State of
. . . Punsters in
headed straight for the little cafe and the cars Washington
Portugal? A movers' truck in
parked in front. When drivers of the transport, Lisbon is labeled "Van Ordiwho were at the Knighton and Wade service sta- naire" ... San Francisco newstion, heard the commotion caused by the "run- caster. "The Film Festival will
be held at the Alice of Fine.
ning-wild" transport they dashed madly aut and Parts"
... useful advice for all
succeeded in getting aboard the vehicle and ap- us consumers comes from "Getplying the brakes, just as it crashed into an auto- ting the Most for Your Money"
by Anthony Scaduto, published
mobile owned by Sammy Haddad.
by David McKay Co., N.Y.C.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 29, 1928
Letters To Editor
Judge Alben Barkley, Democratic nominee
Maunawili Loop
for the U. S. Senate, will speak at the City Hall 1042
Kailua, Hawaii 96734
Friday night at 7:30. Ladies especially invited.
11•.••••11P

The annual Elks charity carnival will open
tonight with Lake Street being roped off for two
Six members of the Fulton Woman's Club at- nights of hilarity. Proceeds go to the Elks charitended the District meeting of the Kentucky Fed- ties fund.
eration of Women's Clubs at Kentucky Lake
In spite of rain Monday night, about half of
Wednesday. Those attending were: Mesdames
Jack Carter, Ward Bushart, L. 0. Bradford, Rob- the farmers who had volunteered to haul the
gravel for the extension of the State Line road
ert Batts, Frank Brady, and Arch Huddleston.
were on hand early Tuesday and started haulPretty Miss Betty McDade, daughter of Mr. ing. The I. C. Railroad donated some seventy cars
and Mrs. William McDade, was the highlight of a of gravel and the road commitee of the Chamber
Carnival held at the Science Hall Tuesday night. of Commerce arranged for farmers and business
The little miss was crowned by James Reed, son men to provide teams. The gravel will start at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Reed in a colorful cere- Weldon King farm and extend to near Boaz's
mony at the conclusion of the contest.
Chapel.
The Queen was presented a trophy with the
inscriptione"Cub Queen" and she and her two atFHS NOTES: The junior and senior classes,
t,endants were given hand bouquets of roses by sponsored by Misses White and Royster, went
the Cub Scouts.
possum hunting Friday evening at Norman's
farm. They report the capture of one possum.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Fall left Wednesday
morning for New Orleans for a visit with their
Mr. Dick Scearce, Arthur Allen and Bob
daughter, Mrs. Robert Binford and family.
Powel are loading a car of sweet potatoes at Cayce
this week.
The Kentucky Hardware Store was broken
Into at about 12:30 a. m. Thursday morning, and
New business for Fulton: Clarence Saunders
a shotgun was stolen from the show window, ac- wilt open a self-serving store on Church Street
cording to Chief of Police, G. J. McDade.
Saturday; the company is also opening a warehouse in Fulton in the near future and will operA near catastrophe occurred near the Hick- ate a dozen or more stores in Kentucky,

October 12, 1971
Dear Friend,
Just after I wrote you that
I had failed to receive any
papers since my return from
mainland, the papers started
coming. Want you to know how
very much I have einjoyedthem,
even the the news is always
slow reaching us. You have
so many articles of interest to
us "oldtimers."
I especially enjoyed the
article about visit of Alma
Givens Hite (ones my Latta
teacher too) and wished Kat I
could have been there to greet
her, too. Also Sara Cation
Smith's series of articles about
the Paschall family brought a
touch of nostalgia. My Mete
Clarence Below taught me bit
play tennis cm the nice shaded
courts of the Paschall staters.
Jesse and I both appreciate
your nice tribute to Mr. Lewis.
Tho we didn't Imola him to well
we realized that he was a wonderful man, who will be missed.
To sum up--we are haw
to have the Fulton Newscoming
to us in Hawaii again. We still
love it here--rather close to
Paradise--but also love our
friends in Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Clarice Below Owens
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Miss Upton Completes Plans
For Marriage To Mr. Byrd
Woman's Clubs of the first
district were to gather
in
Fulton Thursday, October 21,
for the First District Fall Meeting, and to help the local club
celebrate its fiftieth anniversary.
Nearly 200 women representing 26 clubs in the first district were expected to attend
the meeting, the first held here
in 10 years.
Honored guests included the
first president of the Fulton's
Woman's Club, formed in 1921,
Mrs. Harvey Caldwell; state
president Mrs. Joseph C. Evans
of Lexington; first vice-president Mrs. John W. Shipp of
Owensboro;
second
vic e president Mrs. Harold Mullins
of Valley Station; Mrs.Thomas
B. Sutter of Earlanger, editor
of the Kentucky Clubwoman
Magazine; and first district
governor Mrs. George Winn
of Marion.
Plans for the day included.
--The election of a new governor and vice-governor for the
first district (each club has
voting delegates, based
on
membership).
--An informal coffee and
registration at the First Baptist Fellowship Hall with Mayor
Nelson Tripp of Fulton and
Mayor Dan Crocker of South
Fulton in attendance.
--Contest exhibits at the
First Baptist Church, the three
divisions being Club Woman
Art (judges: Miss Donna Phipps

Sheryl Reed
Honored With
Bridal Tea
A tea in the parlor of the
First
Baptist
Church recently honored Miss Sheryl
Reed, bride-elect of Scotty Bell
of Martin, Tennessee. Hostesses for the occassion were
Misses Marilyn McKendree,
Connie Frields, Faye Huddle
and Mrs. J. A. Hemphill.
Miss Reed, along with her
mother, Mrs. Ora Reed, the
groom's mother,
Mrs. Joe
Bell, and Mrs. Hemphill, received the. guests ih a dress
of fall brown knit with white
trim. The honoree wore matching accessories and a corsage
of yellow rosebuds.
Serving at the guest table
were Misses McKendree and
Huddle. A white damask cloth
edged in deep lace overlaid
the table. Burning tapers in
silver candelabra flanked the
arrangement of yellow mums.
Approximately 60 guests called between the hours of two
and four in the afternoon.

of Murray and Mrs. Bill Adams
of Fulton);
Floral Design (judge: Billy
Gore; and Handicrafts (Judges:
Mrs. Ernest T. Parker and
Mrs. Porter Ryland of Dyersburg).
--A meeting held in the
sanctuary of the First United
Methodist Church, with Mrs.
Robert Batts, president
of
the Fulton Woman's Club, 'welcoming the guests.
--A luncheon in the basement of the First Methodist
Church, with music
of 50
yeti s ago presented by Mrs.
Nelson Tripp, pianist,
and
Mrs. Hunter B. Whitesell.
The luncheon featured
a
two-tiered birthday cake with
50 numerals signifying
the
local club's anniversary.
The 26 clubs in the first
district have a total membership of 16,074. There are 125
members in Fulton's Woman's
Club. The three departments
within the club are: Home and
Garden, Mrs. Arch Huddleston,' chairman; Drama and
Literature, Mrs.Frank Moore,
chairman; and Junior Department, Mrs, Harry Lacewell,
chairman.

Mrs. Sara N. McAlister of
Wingo, Kentucky, announces
the engagement of her daughter, Sheryl to Larry Russell
Hedgespeth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Hedgespeth
of Branford, Florida.
Miss McAlister is a 1971
graduate of Wingo High School
and is presently employed in the
office of the Merit Clothing
Company of Mayfield. Her maternal grandmother is Mrs.
Pauline Kindred of Union City,
Tennessee. Her paternal grandfather is Mr. Louis McAlister
of Wingo.
Mr. Russell is a 19'70 graduate of Wingo High School and
is employed at the Goodyear
Tire
and Rubber Company,
Uttion City. lite maternal
grandmother is Mrs. RuthHallard of Detroit, Michigan. His
paternal grandmother is Mrs.
Bernie Hedgespeth of Campbellsville, Kentucky.
The ceremony will be performed at the Bayou de Chien
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Water Valley November 26 at 7 p.m.
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Engagement Of Alice Adams
To Dan Voegeli Is Revealed
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Mr. and Mrs.Charles Edward
Adams of Hickman, Route 4,
are today announcing the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Ruth
Alice, to Robert Dtualel Voegeli,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Jacque Voegeli, Jr., of Fulton.
Paternal grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mn; and Mrs.
of
Robert Edwards Adams
Hickman and maternal grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.Hollis
Victor Howard of Farmington.
Mr. Voegeli is the grandson
of Victor Jacque Voegeli, Sr.,
and the late Mrs. Voegeli of
Jackson, Tennessee and the late

Miss Arrington chose from
her trousseau an original costume
ensemble of emerald
green worsted silk. The sleeveless dress of empire design fea-\)tured a V-neckline outlined in
gold and silver braid. The
matching coat with long sleeves
was A-line and closed at the
neck with gold and silver braid.
Following the three-course
dinner gifts were presented to
members of the wedding party
by the bridal couple.

Miss McAlister
Mr. Hedgespeth
Are Engaged
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On Friday, October 8, Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Dacus, of
Gilbertsville, Kentucky, entertained with a rehearsal dinner at the Holiday Inn, the
wedding party of Linda Arrington
Harold Dacus,
and
whose vows were repeated on
Saturday, October 9 at theCumberland Presbyterian Church.
The guests were seated at
a U-shaped table covered with
white linen. The honor table held
an arrangement of bronze pompom mums and greenery in a
silver container with candelabra holding burning green tapers
on either side. The side tables
held arrangements of magnolin
leaves.

Mr. and Mrs.lsaac Homer Lassiter, Sr., also of Jackson,
Miss Adams, a graduate of
Fulton County High School, attended Mississippi State College for Women and Murray
State University. She is presently employed at the Fulton
Daily Leader.
Mr. Voegell is a Fulton City
High School graduate and attended Murray Rate University.
He is employed In the emanating department at the Goodyear
Plant in Union City.
A late November wedding is
planned.

Mr. and Mn. Harold Dacus

Double-Ring Ceremony Unites
Miss Arrington, Mr. Dacus
The Cumberland Presbyterian Church was
the setting Saturday, October 9, at four o'clock,
of the marriage of Miss Linda Mae Arrington
and Harold Earnest Dacus. The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Carl Metcalf Arrington of Fulton
and the late Mr. Arrington. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lemual Dacus, of Route
1, Gilbertsville, Kentucky.

Upon their return the couple
will make their home at 218
Second Street, Fulton, Ky.
Among the out of town guests
who attended were:
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bowden
and girls, Mrs. Hayford E.
Ladd, Mrs. Robert Brasfield,
and Mr. and Mrs. T. K. Smith
all of Union City, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Todd, Mrs.
Hazel Hunziker, and
Mrs.
Gladys Barnett of Hickman, Ky.Miss Pam Hillyer, ' Dcd
Hillyer, Ronnie Phelps,
Mrs. James Turner of Gilbertsville, Ky.; Mr.and Mrs.Thomas
Haley of Calvert City, Ky.; Mr.
and Mrs. T. K. Smith, Jr.,
Mrs. Stanley Swindell, Mrs.
J. M. Winter, Miss Mayren•
Winter, Miss Alice Faye Winter, and Mrs. Mildred Clagett,
Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Joe Tom Beasley, Paducah, Ky.; Mrs. Jimmy Cartwright, Ripley, Miss.; Mrs.
Debris Beardsley, Wickcliffe,
Ky.; Miss Cindy Morgan, Bardwell, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs.Wanted'
Haining, Maggie, North Carolina; Mrs. Joe Waggoner, Mrs.
Ned Summerville, Mrs. Harry
Gibson, Mrs. Lee King, Miss
Dee Felts, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lancaster and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Bell, all of Mayfield, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. Arron Townsend,
Debbie, Arron, Mark and
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Townsend, Vickie and Tammy, of Carmi, RI.; Mr.and Mrs.
Marvin
L. Townsend
and
Beverly, Joliet, Ill.

Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Edward Arrington, Union City; Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Todd, Hickman; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe W. Hill, Fulton; Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Bell, Mayfield;
Rev. and Mrs.W. W. Kitterman,
Fulton: Mr. and Mrs. Lamon
Kilzer and Jeanne, South Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Walton Haining, Maggie, North Carolina,
Derrill McAlister, Fulton, Mrs.
Arrington, mother of the bride,
and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Dacus,
parents of the groom.

Wedding plans for the marriage of Miss Sharon Upton
and Gene Byrd have
been
completed. The wedding will be
solemnized in the sanctuary of
the Union Cumberland Presbyte r tan Church Saturday, Oc tober 23, at six thirty in the
evening,
Commander Don Alexander,
Chaplain, USN, will be the
oMciating minister. Mrs. Eugene Waggoner, organist, and
Mrs. Terry Morrow, soloist,
will present a program
of
nuptial music,
Miss Upton has chosen her
sister, Miss Patricia Gaye
Upton as maid of honor. Mrs.
Buddy Mosley will be
the

matron of honor. Bridesmaids
will be Mrs. Tommy Hooper,
Mrs. Ann Ray Veatch, and
Miss Donna Jeffries of Vienna,
Illinois, college roommate of
the bride.
Ky m Lawson, daughter.
of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Lawson, will
serve as flower girl with Lyle
Holman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle M. Holman serving as
ringbearer.
Mr. Byrd has chosen
his
father Joe Byrd as best man.
Groomsmen will beJamle Byrd,
brother of the groom, Danny
Upton, cousin of the bride, Tom
Dame, and Tommy Hooper.
Ushers will be Donny Upton,
cousin of the bride, and Tony
Hodges of Paducah.
A reception in the fellowship
hall of the church will follow
the
ceremony. Mrs. Steve
•
rrstonwillattend
JohnyPa
the register.
Morrow, Mrs. Tom
Dame, Miss Paula Jo Waggoner,
and Donna and Dianna Bradshaw
will serve. Miss Becky Brittain,
Miss Carmela Dominguez and cousin of the bride, will hand out
rice
bags.
Mr, Hal J. Kizer, Jr., were
united in marriage Saturday,
October 9 at 5 p.m. at the
Cathedral in San Felipe, Guanajuato, Mexico.
Miss Dominguez
is the
l
The News takes pleasure in
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
.
shing di.e
. following persons
Arthuro Dominguez of
San !:&
Felipe. Mr. Kizer is the son naPPY Blrthday":
of Mr. and Mrs. Hal J. Kizer Kenneth Crews, October
:
Mrs. Roy Carver, Mrs. Hulon
of Water Valley.
Mr. Kizer is a graduate of Pllen, Jimmy GiLbert, October
Wingo High School and Murray 22: Donna Peeples, R. Paul
State University.
Westpheling, H. 0. Wright,
The couple will reside in October 23; David Newton,
Dolores Hidalgo, Guanajuato, Witham Sanders, October 24;
Mexico, where Mr.Kizer teach- Mrs. Myrtle Rice, Terry Lee
es English.
Aderas, October 25: Tracy AIMr. and Mrs. Hal J. Kizer ford, Greg Binford,
Hugh
attended the
wedding RC- Wrigh t, Troy Weid'enbach,
companied by Mr. and Mrs.Joe October 26; Raye
Allard, ShirBeadles of Mayfield, Kentucky. ley Lee Fields.
October 27

Hal Kizer Jr
Miss Dominguez
Wed In Mexico

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

The Reverend W. W. Meer- crepe featured a bodice of deep
man, minister of the church, gold with a V-neckline with a
performed the impressive dou- standing self-fabric ruffle. The
ble-ring ceremony in a setting long tapered sleeves ended at
of simplicity and beauty.
the wrist with a self-fabric
The vows were exchanged double ruffle. The skirt of deep
before an altar marked by a moss green tell gracefully from
myriad of brass cathedral can- the bodice and was accented
delabras, holding burning ivory with a band of jeweled gold
tapers. A massive arrangement braid. She carried a cascade
of greenery of leather leafcen- bouquet of bronze pompom
tered the altar with arrange- mums, tied with gold metallic
ments of bronze mums and pom- ribbon and outlined with moss
pom mums placed on either side green tulle.
at the altar rail, Ivory tapers
For her daughter's wedding
surrounded by greenery ex- Mrs. Arrington chose an origtended from the altar rail to inal design of imported silk
the center cathedral candel- Lotuslure made along princess
abras. In the windows were lines in soft green. The roll
clusters of magnolia leaves. collar which extended to the
The family pews were marked side was edged in crystal and
by clusters of bronze pompom green beading. The
beading
mums, greenery and gold vel- design was repeated on the long
vet ribbons. Ushers were, Joe sleeves to form a cuff at the
W. Hill, Fulton, and Jim Bell, wrist. Her accessories were of
Mayfield. Louis E. Todd, Hick- green, and a corsage of white
man, served the groom as best rose buds tied in green complimented her costume.
man.
Mrs. Dacus, step-mother of
A program of nuptial organ
music was presented by Mrs. the groom, wore a gold-colored
Leman Kilzer, churchorganist. double knit sheath with long
SPAGHETTI SUPPER
COPPER AND POLITICS
. Local dusiewernen and Mrs. Tom Emiserten hoe up far their
Vocal selections of "I'll Never sleeves and Jewel neckline. She
Walk Alone" and "Wedding wore brown accessories, and
The Fulton High seniors will candidate, Tom Emberten, republican gubernatorial hopeful, at • coffee heed
at the Holiday
pinned
Prayer" were presented by Mr.
at her shoulder was a have a spaghetti supper NoLamon Kilzer before the cere- white corsage of rose buds vember 18 at the school cafe- Inn in Fulton Monday morning. Posing with Mrs. Emb•rton are (from left): Mrs. Erman
mony and at the close of the tied with olive green ribbons. teria. Tickets may be purchas- Workman, Cayce chairwoman; Barbara Parnell, Hickman chairwoman; Mrs. Margaret Bacon,
Honored guests seated in- ed from merthers of the class. chairwoman for Fulton County,
ceremony.
The bride, escorted to the cluded: Mrs. J. M. Winter of
altar by her brother, Carl Ed- Memphis and Mrs. Elmo Mcward
Arrington, wore an Clellan of Hickman, paternal
original design formal gown of great aunts of the bride; Mrs.
candlelight peau-de-soie and C. C. Arrington of Hickman,
hand clipped re-embroidered paternal step-grandmother of
Alencon
lace. The empire the bride, and Mr. and Mrs.
bodice of lace featured a V- Walter Haining, Maggie, North
neckline encrusted with seed Carolina, paternal aunt and
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
pearls and keg sleeves. The uncle of the groom.
Following the ceremony a
sleeves fastened at the wrist
with tiny covered buttons which reception was held in
Dear Ann Landers: I am an
the
Mother may be happy but I erate your mother--or find the
Dear 1st: Thank you for the
were encrusted
with seed Fellowship Hall of the church. officer in the United States suggestion. I received a great am miserable. I used to look strength to free yourself.
pearls. The A-line skirt was Massive
arrangements
• • • ••
of Army who has a suggestion for many letters from readers who forward to her visits and we
accented with ropes of pearls greenery were used through- that young bride whose husband felt I had given the wrong ad- even enjoyed taking her on
Dear Ann Landers. You are
extending from the bustling, to out the reception hall. The Punch Is in Vietnam and whose mother vice--but you were the only one vacations, but to have
her a fake. I have written to you
mid-skirt and ending in hand was served by Miss Deborah is dying of cancer. I hope she who came up with a practical with me 24 hours a day is about the same problem three
olipped lace medallions en- Kate Glidewell, cousin of the will advise her husband to apply alternative. Thank you very driving me crazy. I find my- times and you refuse to print
crusted with seed pearls. A bride, from a cut glass punch for a compassionate assign- much.
self hiding in my room.
It. My problem is a lot more
double pleat in the center ofthe bowl with an antique silver ment at a post near her parents'
I'd never ask her to move. serious than most of the junk
back skirt gave fullness to the ladel. The four-tiered, all white home. This would enable her
I don't want to hurt her, yet you publish. I think you make
back of the gown. Her three- wedding cake, topped with a to be with her mother as long
Dear Ann Landers. Me writ- I feel gutless for not being able up letters so you can use some
tiered shoulder length veil of cluster of satin wedding bells, as possible—and to help with ing to YOU. I can't believe it, to free myself. Am I a bad of the smart-aleck remarks you
silk illusion was attached to a was served by Mrs. Jimmy the younger sister and brothers. but here I am—ashamed be- daughter because I can't open- read in the Joke books. Here's
spray of hand clipped lace me- Cartwright, from the brides She could also give her father cause I can't handle this pro- handedly share my home with one you waft print.---Fed Up
dallions encrusted In
seed table which was draped in a out- the emotional support he needs blem myself.
my mother/ I am boxed in on all In Topeka
pearls. She carried
a cas- work white cloth. The register at this difficult time in his
My mother came to live with sides. You are my only hope.
cade bouquet of gardenias and kept
by Miss Shirley Mc- life.
us over a year ago. She was She reads your column every
Dear Fed. I'm well *Ware
roses, tied with ivory velvet and Clellan, was placed on a table
If her soldier husband runs very sick and needed care. In day. Maybe she'll recognize that you have written to me with
surrounded with ivory tulle. The draped in white.
into resistance when he makes June she had surgery, made a herself. --- Anonymous, Of the same problem three HMOS.
brides, only Jewelry was an
Following the reception the this request, he should ask Ms remarkable recovery and now Course
I didn't print it because I dale
heirloom gold and ruby neck- couple left on a wedding trip chaplain to intervene. He should looks and feels better than I do.
believe you want advice. You
lace which belonged to her pa- to North Carolina. For travel- also request help from
his Mother is 68 years old, fiDear An. She won't recognize want only to embarrass your
ternal grandmother. In
her ing Mrs. Dacus chose an orig- two senators and his congress- nancially independent, owns two herself. She'll think she's the sister-in-law. This column is
shoe was a sixpence brought inal design of diagonal striped man. What I'm saying is he lovely homes and has many exception---and there ARE ex- not a billboard to get
eveh"with
from Scotland by the brides' polyster knit in beige, red and should not give up. He should friends---2,000 miles away.
ceptions, but they are as scarce relatives. Sorry.
brother, and also V/0171 by the black. The sleeveless
Since she has regained her as hen's teeth, Instead of hidcoat, try until he gets the assignbrides' sister-in-law at her banded in black, was worn over ment.
health I feel like a prisoner ing in your room, so sit with
How will you know when:" the
marriage to the bride's brother. the long sleeved dress with
I speak with authority be- in my own home. She in- a counselor for an hour a day, real thing comes along? Ask
Mrs. Carl Arrington
was rolled collar. Her accessories cause I made the mistake of cludes herself in all our so- twice a week. You need to ven- Ann Landers. Send for her
the bride's matron of honor and were black calf and a gold not being persistent in a similar cial activities, just assumes she tilate your hostility and your booklet,
"Love Or Sex And
the bride's only attendant. She bracelet, a gift from the groom. hardship situation and I have is invited. Wherever we go,she frustration. Perhaps in the How To
Tell The Differentiti."
wore a floor length original Pinned at her shoulder was a regretted it ever since. Good goes. Every day the says,"I'm process of ventilation you'll
Send 35c in coin and a fang,
design gown made along empire corsage gardenia from
her luck to him.---ist Infantry, so happy here. I'll never live open some doors to self-un- self-addressed, at am pit deolines. The gown of Lustron bridal bouquet.
alone again."
Fresno, California
derstanding and learn to tol- 'Mope with your request,..„

•••1•••••••
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Mrs. Williamson Writes Book
On Her Teaching In Kentucky County High School Students
Attend Traffic Safety Meet

NOBEL PRIZE

A retired school teacher,
Mrs. Ruth Williamson of Fulton, has written a book which
she terms "a sketch of Kentucky School history for more

A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNEL
VANDERBILT PROFESSOR with all the trimmings arrived
WINS NOBEL PRIZE FOR in town. Among many side shows
and attractions designed to exMEDICINE
Dr. Earl W. Sutherland, Jr., tract money from the carnivalcrowd, stood one amgoing
in
Professor of physiology
the Vanderbilt School of Med- bitious barker who sold tickets
the casket
Wipe, is the unanimous choice for 10 cents to see
to receive the Nobel Prize with containing the body of Jesse
a thrivdid
chap
This
for James.
int $88,000 cash award
night
his basic discoveries in hor- ing business. By Saturday
indi- he had collected a sizeable
mones. His discovery
cates that cyclic adenyl acid or amount of money. Hoping toadd
this
cyclic AMP compels hormones to his collection of dimes,
a
fellow stretched his luck
to function.
Hormones are the chemical mite too far. He got into scrap
lost
substances that influence the game Saturday night and
activities of cells, tissues, and all his money.
appeared
he
morning
Sunday
control
bodily organs. They
wanting
{inch activities as growth, de- at Mr. Parks' home
velopment, reproduction, and to borrow $25 so that he could
carnival
the
move along with
Metabolism.
In Stockholm, Sweden, Pro- to Halls, Tennessee. As colKarthe
for his loan, he left
of
Luft
lateral
fessor Rolf
olinska Institute in an interview the casket containing the skelestated that cyclic AMP has ton of Jesse James. He promisgreat potential value in such ed that he would return the
diseases as cholera and dia- next day to get old Jesse out
bMes and could possibly lead of hock by repaying the loan.
That next day never arrived.
to a cancer treatment.
Dr. Sutherland stated that Hence, the remains of Jesse
remain in this little log
the
that
James
tests have shown
tiddition of cyclic AMP to can- cabin in Trimble, Tennessee.
To add to the novelty and
cerous tissues causes the cells
ta die or return to normal. excitement of this unique disHowever, he indicated that more play Mr. Parks has rigged up
insearch must be done before a sound effect. When the lid
to
be of the casket is opened
definite conclusions can
view the remains of old Jesse,
Made.
Parks
Mr
you!
at
:After 10 years of research he GRUNTS
* Case-Western Reserve Uni- agrees that it is highly imversity in Cleveland, Ohio, Dr, probable that this skeleton ever
qutherland, now 55, came to contained the flesh of the real
Tanderbilt in 1963. He is the Jesse James! Affidavits from
40th American to win or share the James family state that
he died in 1882.
this prize in medicine.
'HOLD FAST TO THE SPIRIT
OF YOUTH — LET THE YEARS
TO COME DO WHAT THEY
MAY"
Frank Sullivan, the humorist
9f Saratoga Springs, New York,
recently celebrated his 80th
karthday. At his birthday party
be was asked to express his
inion of the youth of today.
He answered,"they are just like
the youth of my day; eager to
Lick over the traces, to bite
Ow hand that feeds them, to
nail the old generation what's
wrong, and to shock the oldniers• I'd love to be young
again and join them. Besides,
live always wondered how I
and
Valid look in a beard
pans."
- Mr. Sullivan is the creator
. Mr. Arbuthnot, the ultimate
df
Oiliche expert who has all the
*Ewers. This character ha'
al:speared for many years in
the NEW YORKER magazine.
JESSE JAMES,
Recently Dudley Morris and
spent an eventful day with a
friend, Mr. Will Parks in Trimtile, Tennessee. A delightful
bnich in his home provided a
touch of the Old South. A visit
to his one room log house, a
in his
museum,
*Mature
Deck yard provided a fascinatbig collection of odd items in
eluding mimentos of several
family generations.
One item, a flat top casket
with a full skeleton inside afforded our friend an opportunity
to tell us how he happened to
acquire It. Thereby, hangs this
Story.
In 1945 when Mr. Parks was
inayor of Trimble, a carnival

than 60 years."
PLUS-FORTY YEARS OF
TEACHING IN KENTUCKY was
and copies
released Monday
may be obtained by writing Mrs.
Ruth Williamson, 505 Maple
Kentucky
Fulton,
Avenue,
42041.
Mrs. Williamson, who began
teaching after the eighth grade,
has authored several stories
of an historical nature. Her
first, published In the NEWS
HERALD of Owen County, Kentucky, is entitled BIG EAGLE
COUNTRY.

kw Lawrence pins the Mohan* award
HIGHEST AWARD
attainable in Scouting, that .8th. Eagle Scout, on her son, Slew.
A native of Owen County, she
His Father, Jimmy Lawrence, approves the ceremony. The award has lived in Fulton since 1956.
writings concerning this
Her
was made during•dinner held to honer Tram 114 and Stem.
on
area include narratives
and the Jaycees, hosts for the Feliciana, Moscow and Jordan.
written
She also has a pamphlet
dinner.
Lawrence, a senior at Ful- about the older houses in Fulton to her credit.
the
is
second
ton High School,
'When I retired from teachmember of Troop 114, which is
sponsored by the Jaycees, to ing, I missed the regular hours
earn the Eagle Scout badge. and hustle to meet deadlines,"
It was pointed out that since she said. "I had a fair comtrythe group had assumed sponsor- mand of English and began
or
articles
to write
of ship of the Troop, membership ing
son
Steve Lawrence,
Mr. and Mrs.Jimmy Lawrence, had increased from 10 to 29. stories."
Mrs. Williamson explained
The Jaycees have one proJackson Street, Fulton, has atmost
tained the highest award in ject, the proceeds of which CO that since she had spent
room,
Scouting, that of the Earle Scout. toward financial aid for the of her life in the school
that,
about
His efforts were recognized Scouts. This year, in cooper- she decided to write
-FORTY
and the presentation of the ation with the Scouts, they will finally producing PLUS
from YEARS,
award was made at a special sell Halloween candy
"I hope a good many people
dinner Thursday night, October door-to-door this week. The
it incandy will be available RS long will like it and find
14, at Travelers Inn.
teresting." She added, "Then
Glenn as the supply lasts.
Scouter
Veteran
I may decide if I should seek
Veneklasen made the presenLung cancer causes 61,000 a new subject and compile a
tation before Lawrence's parlonger story."
ents, members of Troop 114, deaths a year.

Eagle Scout
Award Gained
By Lawrence

A "Marathon Bible Reading"
by a group of Christian young
pnople is happening in Mayfield, Kentucky, October 22-23,
from 11:00 p.m. Friday through
Saturday evening.
The entire New Testament
version
from "Good News"
will be read aloud by young
leaders
Oeople and community
from the steps of the court
!Ouse, and copies of this New
Tnstament will be given away
ta those present.

NEW BOOK . . . Mn. Ruth
Williamson Molds • caw of her
new book, Plus-Forty Veers of
Teaching In Kentucky. The
book was released Monday.
OPERATION SANTA
The American Legion Auxiliary is again sponsoring -Operation Santa Claus" for men
serving in Viet Nam. Nantes of
servicemen can be turned in at
the Chamber of Commerce or
to Mrs. Joe Holland. The packages will be moiled in mid November.
BOOKKEEPING
An adult class in bookkeeping
well be field at the Fulton
County High School on Thursday, October 28, at 6:30 p. m.,
J C. McClellan, supervisor for
the program has announced.
Cosa of the training is ;10 for a
40-110ur course.

Fulton students were acmespanted by Carlo Wood,and Babb,
G. McCord and Miss Ag0011
Sublette accompanied Um Felton County students.
Arthur E. Beard, emositive
director for the KlICC, sald
the meeting Is the second annual conference for the reggae,
the first being held last year
after Governor Louie B. MIMI
began a statewide program to
Involve Kentucky's young people
more deeply in traffic misty.

As a result of last year's
series of regional conferences,
seven high school Muftis, one
from each region, were named
to the KTSCC, which In instrumental in setting traffic
safety policies for the state.
Arthur E. Beard, Executhe
Director, Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee, delivered
the keynote address at the
GovFulton City's B-team was conference, representing
at ernor Nunn.
18-0 over Obion Central
The conference series was
Troy Monday night.
by the governor.
Mike Beadles scored on a sponsored
40-yard run, Rusty Stewart in
tercepted a pass and carried
the ball SO-yards, and Gene
Wilson, after a pass from Scott
Curtis, scored on a 29-yard
run.
Coach Gwin Wood praised the
following players for an outfor - - standing game: Wilson, Jackie
Hill, Curtis, Andy Sensing, Your Ineuranc• Needs
Sammy Wall and Milton Dean.
The B-team is made up of
freshmen and sophomore players. The Monday night game was
Fulton 472-1341
the first of three scheduled
games for them.

City's B-Team
Clobbers Obion
Monday Night

Cesidete Reel
Planned Preto:des
s..us
RICE AGENCY
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Marathon Bible
Study Planned

Six students from Fulton City
High School and six from Fulton County High School attended
the Governor's Regional High
School Traffic Safety Centermace at Kentucky Dam Village
Kate Park October 21.
Those attending were: Fulton High School—Rene May,
Mark Owens, James Myers,
Ann Fenwick, Bob Engel and
Pawlukiewics; Fulton
Jane
High School--Doug
County
Jackson,
Susan
Goodman,
&amity Marney, Lucy Boodurant, Gayle Andrews, and Keith
Mamas.
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I, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, eertify that
the above is a copy of the ballot on the face of the voting machines
in Fulton City precincts 2, 4, 6 and 8, and, minus only the names of
the candidates for Fulton City Commissioner, constitutes the general
ballot on the face of the voting machines in precincts 10, 12, 14 and 16
to be voted on in the general election November 2, 1971.
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death of Mr. NeWtein
last week, our sympathy to this family in ,the
i
loss of their loved one.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
have returned from their vacation in the Eastern states,
with their children and report
a wonderful time.
Mrs. Lora Walker and her son
and family of Bowling Green,
Kentucky surprised her sister,
Mrs. Zora Parks and family
last weekend and visited in
home. Others visiting
their
them were Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Mrs.
Turner and Mr. and
Eugene Hathcock of Fulton. All
enjoyed visiting together.
Private Ray Parks surprised
his wife and little daughter last
Saturday night when
he returned from Fort Knox, Kentucky to spend the weekend
with them. Hurry back Ray,
your grandmother says they
enjoyed your visit very much,
and she Is still praying for
you.
Mrs. Lupe Haley, Tom Laswell and Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams drove to!tee]foot Lake
Monday and enjoyed a fish dinner.
Mr. Tom Jones, well known
of this community passed away
the

aephens

— ROUTE THREE
Mrft Moe111MBease

Miss Mary Dinka.
Thomas Arnold Jones, re..
tired Fatten farmer,died at 8:40
tan, Saturday, October 16, at
Wester, State Hospital in Hopkinsville. He was 88.
Born in Graves County, Kentucky, April 21, 1883, he was
the son of the late William Henderson and Mary Mm Golden
Jones.
Survivors
include
three
daughters, Mn, Inez Smith,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, Miss
Mary Louise Jones and Mrs.
Myrtle E. O'Shea, both
of
Birmingham, Michigan; two
sons, William H. Jones, Hazel
Park, Michigan, and Prentice
A. Jones of Detroit; two grandchildren and four great grandchildren. A brother, A. N.
Jones, Fulton, also survives.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Monday, October 18, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
with the Elder Elmer Prince
and the Rev. Gerald
Stow
officiating. Interment was in the
DAoriah
Mt.
Cemetery in Weakley County.
Pallbearers were: Fred Nabors, Carlie Bell, Leonard
Prince, Raymond Wall, Eddie
Bushart. mid Carnell Wilson.

Miss Mary Inez Binford, 92,
life-long resident of this community, died at 5:55 a.m. Sunday, October 17, at Haws Memorial Nursing Home where
she had been a patient for about
four years.
Born March 14, 1879 in Fulton County, Kentucky, she was
the daughter of the late Robert
and Sarah White Milford. For
many years she was a member
of Mt. Carmel Baptist Church,
moving her membership to the
First Baptist in later years.
Nieces and nephews survive,
including: Mrs. Edwin Rice of
Springfield, Missouri; Mrs. D.
K. Gaffney of Corinth, Mississippi; Mrs. Alexander Miller,
Wilmington, North Carolina;
Mrs. Ward Johnson, R. A. Binford, Mrs. Gordon Buckingham,
Chuck Milford, all of Fulton;
and Robert Milford of New Orleans, Louisiana. Mrs. Ray
Andrus of Fulton is a great
niece.
Services were held at 3:30
p.m. Monday, October 18, at
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. James Best officiating. Interment was in
the
Milford family cemetery near
C rutc hfield.
Pallbearers were R. A. Binford, Chuck Milford, Joe JohnMrs.
Pauline
Mansfield son, Charles Binford, Thomas
Yates, 61, widow of Dalton Allen and Parks Wealcs.
Yates, died suddenly Sunday
afternoon, October 1'7, at her
home in South Fulton, following
a year's illness. She was aretired H.I.S. employee and had
Juston C. Nanney, retired
lived in this community all her Weakley County farmer and
life.
resident of Fulton, died at 11:49
Born December 28, 1909 at a.m. Wednesday, October 13, at
Dukedom, Tennessee, she was the Fulton Hospital following
the daughter of Mrs. Severe a ten-day illness. He was 75.
Pounds Mansfield and the late
Born in Weakley County, Feba ruary 6, 1896, he was the
Jim Mansfield. She was
member of the Riceville Bap- son of the late Mealcins and
tist Church.
Sally Kindred Nanney.
Besides her mother, she is
Survivors include his wife,
daughters,
Mrs.
survived by two
Mrs. Evie Nanney, Fulton; two
Rita Sledd of South Fulton, Mrs. brothers, J. B. Nanney, Fulton,
Reba Aubenshine of Lansing, and Bert Nanney of Indianapolis,
Michigan, a brother, Lloyd Indiana. Several nieces and
Mansfield, Dukedom, 12 grand- nephews also survive.
children and four great grandServices were held
at 3
children.
p.m. Friday, October 15, at
A brother, Eulas W. Mans- the Jackson Funeral Home,
field proceded her in death. Dukedom, with the Rev. RayServices were held at 2 p.m. mond Wright officiating. InTuesday, October 19, at the terment was in the New Hope
Oak Grove Church of Christ Cemetery.
with the Rev. Randol Johnson
officiating. Interment by Hornbeak Funeral Home was in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Scott WalNote icise Stevens, retired
Terry Fulton ftkrner, died at 5:15
lace, David Collins,
Aubenshine, George,L. Casey, p.m. 'Friday, October 15, at
Ed Henry and W. L. Mans- the Fulton Hospital following
field.
a 12-month illness. He was 85.
Born in Henry County, he was
of the late Bob and Luthe
• McConnell News cilleson
Agen Stevens. He and his
Mr". L. T. Caldwell
wife, Mrs. Ruby Lee Mordis
Stevens, were married in 1913.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Vin- He was a member of the Mt.
cent and family have moved in Carmel Baptist Church.
their new dwelling constructed
Besides his wife, he leaves
just North of here and located two daughters, Mrs. Smith
on what is known as the Com- Taylor of Water Valley, and
modore Maynard farm. We Mrs. Ruth Yates, Union City,
welcome them in our corn- a son, Lewis Stephens, Fulton,
Munity.
16 grandchildren, 24 great
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. grandchildren, and one great
Jim Vowell and family back to great grandchild.
this community. They have
A son, Clifton Stevens, precompleted the construction of a ceded him in death.
lovely brick home.We are happy
Services were held Sunday,
to have them back.
October 17, at 2 p.m. at the
Mrs. H. E. McCord has sold White-Ranson Funeral Home
her dwelling to Miss HildaGat- in Union City with the Rev.
tis. Mrs. McCord and Lula Mae Gerald Stow, pastor of the
plan to make their residence in South Fulton Baptist Church
Fulton in the very near future. and the Rev. Jack McClain,
The McCords have lived in pastor of Mt. Carmel Baptist
this vicinity for many years Church, officiating. Interment
and we are sorry to have them was in the Obion County Meleave.
mortal Gardens.
Visitors in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Torn Coates over the
weekend were: Mr. and Mrs.
John Llamas and daughter,
Sharon; Mrs. Ruth Sullivan, all
Services for Mrs. Henrietta
of St. Louis; Mrs.Juanita Bus- Williams Dickerson, widow of
hart of Selmer; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Dickerson, were held
Ralph Dunn of Branden, Florida, at 2 p.m. Thursday, October
and Mrs. Gordon Potter, Ply- 14 at Moore's Chapel AME
mouth, Michigan. The out-of- Church in Clinton. The Rev.
town guests were here to at- Mollie Bell Kell officiated. Intend the funeral of Mrs.Coates' terment by Vanderford Funeral
Sister-in-law, Mrs. Ardell Home was in the Clinton CemeBore ham.
tery.
Mrs. Lucille Drumm and
Mrs. Dickerson died Sunday,
daughter, Debbie, from Nash- October 10, at 10:10 p.m. at
ville visited Mrs. L. T. Cald- the Watkins Rest Home in
well and family over the week- Madisonville, Kentucky: Her
end.
husband preceded her in death
Mr. Hershel Wilson of Mus- in August of 1971.
kegon, Michigan and Mrs.
Mrs. Lizzie Lee, South FulRents Levister of Martin spent ton, is a niece of the deceased,
Mrs.
sister,
Saturday with their
L. T. Caldwell.
Mrs. Veneda Moss has returned to her home and is recuperating from recent surgery. Those spending Friday
with Mrs. Moss were: her sisters, Mrs. Hertis Levister,
will
AME Church
The
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell; her brother, Mrs. Hershel Wilson of sponsor Brother Joe Mayes and
the
Muskegon, Michigan, and her his group of singers at
gym Octoniece and husband, Mr. and South Fulton School
p.m.
at
8
Mrs. Doss Parham of Martin. ber 27
Admission is $1.25 in adMr. and Mrs. Jerald Grant
at the door.
Wilson of Grand Rapids, Mich- vance or $1.50
may be obtained from
igan spent the weekend here Tickets
church.
members
of
the
visiting relatives and friends.

Mrs. Zora Parks was a
patient in HitIview Hospital,
Thursday through Saturday of
last week. Hurry and get well
Mrs. Parks.
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Tibbs
of Detroit, Michigan, and Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Davis of Memphis, Tennessee, visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
last week and all visited Mrs.
Stella Jones and enjoyed dinner
with her Sunday In her home.
We were sorry to hear of
the death of Juirtoo Heaney a
life time resident of the Chestnut Glade Community, Wednesday, after a short illness. He
leaves Ms wife, two brothers,
J. B. ?Janney, Fulton, Route,
and Bert Bonney of Indanapolls,
Indiana, five sans and two
daughters, and a host of nieces,
nephews and friends. Our heart
felt sympathy to all in their
loss.
Mrs. Walter McClain
is
a patient in Obion County Hospital, in Linke City. We wish
a very speedy recovery for her.
We were sorry to hear of

Saturday morning, in Hopkins
ville, where he had been a
patient for several years. He
was 88 years old. He leaves one
brother, Neal Jones, three
daughters and two sons, one
grandson
and
one granddaughter, one great granddaughter and three great grandsons and a host of nieces,
nephews and friends. Hornbeak
Funeral Home was in charge
of the arrangements. Funeral
services were held in the chapel
there with Brother Prince officiating. He was layed to rest
In Mt. Moriah Cemetery.
Neal Jones was a patient
in Fulton Hospital last week
but is able to be out again.
The gas line testing is finished by our house. We are glad
to be able to stay home as we
had to leave home each time
the line was tested. They had
quite a bit of trouble while
testing from Mayfield to the
State Line, several pipes blew
out making a lot of work putting in new pipes.

The October
meeting of
Dukedom Homemakers has been
postponed and will meet November $ at 10 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Stover Cunningham. Bring a dish and come
to spend the day. Work will
be done at this time on items
for the bazaar and rummage
sale on November 5 and 6
at the former Dollar Store
building in Fulton. Proceeds
from this project are used for
the community contributions for
the major drives such as Red
Cross, cancer, etc. The club
invites anyone who has articles
of clothing, trinkets, jewelry,
curtains and such, which they
would like to contribute to bring
them to the home of Elizabeth
Darnell November 1 to the 4.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Winnie
Cunningham, Sunday between
church services and singing at
Good Springs were Mr.and Mrs.
Calvin DeFreece, Mrs. Jim
GUEST SPEAKER
Clements and Mr. and Mrs.
Anna Lou Caldwell was guest T L. Ainley.
-pc.iker at the Emblem HAIM
Mr. Lewis Cole went to
Haws Memorial Nursing Home
Club in Mayfield recently.

at Fulton last Tuesday and Is
doing well at his new home.
The Kenneth Cherry family
have begun construction
on
their new home located about
1/2 mile south of Dukedom.
About twenty-five friends of
Lisa Watkins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Watkins, went
to her home Saturday afternoon
to help her celebrate her third
birthday. Decorations were in
the Halloween theme, orange
and black crepe paper, jack0-lanterns and orange chrysanthemums. For games they
bobbed for apples, had an apple
relay and the smallest burst
balloons. Favors were Halloween masks. Refreshments were
cake and cool-aid, Many gifts
were received from the following guests: Lanny and Lanee
Bethel, Ricky, Mike and Holly
Gallimore, Sherrie Wiggins,
Billy, Charles, Teresa and
Diana
Lynn ./..0 athey, Steve,
Stephana andorina Williamson,
Michelle and Allen Ellis, Shane
Roberts, Tracey and Tanna Alford,
Keith
and Kimberly
Cherry, Stephanie Watkins,
Linda and Donna Cathey.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hurt*
South Dakota visited with reit;
atives and friends this weekend
leaving after church service;
at Good Springs to return homd.
Mrs. Harris was formerly
Arvetta Watkins.
Charles Blaylock is serving
his initial time with the Nittional Guard and is located at
Ft. Jackson, South Carolina.
The church services last Sunday of Rev. Oren Stover's vacation were conducted by Elders
Loyd Watkins and Durell McCall for the morning worship
and night services by Deacoliet
Calvin DeFreece and Thomats
Mrs. T. L. Ainley,
Bruce.
president of the CPW had charge
of the Friday night study hour.
The whole church feels deeply
grateful that all our officials
assumed
the
responsibility
given them and that not one
service was called off, due to
the absence of our pastor. We
are looking forward to his return this week.
The Terry-M or'm an PTA,
meeting will be October 26

Mrs. Dateline Yates

Nate Stevens

if

by him
Near Memphis, Egypt the tomb of Joseph of tramathea—built
anointed
was
Jesus
which
at
cite
the
-and
place
resting
for his final
before the crucifixion and where he was later buried.

stories told

have been great .
THERE
in all the ages of history but none
can equal the miracle of the Ressurreetion of Our lord. There have been
memorials built for the great in every

century, but none can equal in splendor or power the Church in which has
been perpetuated His name and His
teachings. The lowliest of us call
therein find joyousness and salvat• .

Mrs. Dickerson

AME Church Will
Sponsor Singers

EGULARLY

'FIEND

them.
This inture is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize

Liberty Super Market
kWh Pulse*, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

SUPERMARKETS

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
2344455

Greenfield Monument Works

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman

South Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fatten

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

305 Main Street

472-1312

Cemplernents of

Fulton Bank

mu

PRIIINDLY BANK

— In Opereenen'Weeers .--•

.
, W. 0.

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoun
Beweriticild

Powers

Phone 235 2293

Felton
i Phone 472-1153

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbook Funeral Homo
3111 Carr SOW
Pullers, Ky.

4714412

Turner's Pure Milk Ca.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky,
4724311

Henry Edwards Trucking C.
MC04P2
Chinese, Ky.

4111114711

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
Tickets for the American CHESTNUT GLADE
L egion Auxikiary spaghetti Illy Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
stopper to te held November 5
at the poet home can be obThe Chestnut Glade Home
tained from Mrs. Bob Harris. Demonstration
Club will meet
In the home of Mrs. Valda Simpson for Use regular October
meeting. This club was organized forty-nine years ago this
month.
Mr. Juston Nanney who was
reported to have suffered
stroke last week passed away
on Wednesday. He is survived
by his wife, two brothers, J. B.
Nanney and Bert Nanney of Indianapolis, Indiana, and sevnephews.
and
eral nieces
Funeral services were at the
Jackson Chapel on Friday with
burial at the New Hope Methosa•
dist Cemetery.
.
Wulf MAMMON
Chess Morrison who has been
a shutin for several months
is a patient in the Fulton hospital due to a fall he suffered
Saturday afternoon that broke
his hip.
Tom Jones who lived in this
community before moving to
in
the farm that he owned
Kentucky, passed away
last
A Amyl RSA Klatt r DoloCOL OR
.-11.
Saturday at the hospital
in
,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Funeral services were at the Hornbeak Chapel, Monday afternoon,
with burial in the New Hope
Cemetery. While visiting with
the Jones family at the Funeral Home it was learned that
Mrs. Pauline Mansfield Yates
had suddenly passed away. Funeral arrangements are incomplete at this time.
The J. B. Nanney family spent
the weekend at the home of their
p• UN.v( RicPICU5A •,
(C.A.COLOA. 101
parents when Mr, and Mrs.
David Nanney from Palo Alto,
California, Minard from Warren, Michigan and Ruth from
Akron, Ohio joined Paul, Mike,
Pat and
Madge
and their
families who live in the community.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan
spent
last weekend with Mrs. Roy
Ray in Martin.
Best wishes for a speedy recovery to Stacy Owensby who
suffered cuts to both arms that
required several stitches when
he ran into a glass door at play.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Atkinson
from McKenzie, Mrs. Matti°
Atkinson, Mrs. Roy Bell and
Mrs. Irene Fuller were recent
visitors with Mr. and Mrs.Irvin
Brundige.

I

ULTON

Now thru Friday
Double Feature!

a

Richard
eurion.

Raidan
LOP .menu
GEORGE
1PEPPARD

-03111 MORE
TIMM TO ROB"

Saturday Only
Double Feature!
runaway!tawny when

*ICS
Dal
runs down OW

NOW DAME A Wad
Also
The Beatles In
"HARD DAY'S
NIGHT"

Sun. - Mon. & Tuee.

"CHAIN
GANG
WOMEN"
In Color!

IMPORTANT NOTICE
City Taxes are due November 1, 1971. A
10% penalty plus percent interest will be added after this date.

CITY OF FULTON, KENTUCKY

THEY'VE GOT HIM WALKING IN CIRCLES ...Third gradphysical
education teacher Gene Sides. In the botom photo they display
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Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial

Fire drills were held at Haws
last Thursday, October 14, at
1 30 p.m. and 9.30 p.m. Mrs.
Loa Veneklasen, housekeeper,
was in charge. Fire chief, Billy
Meacham had been out previously and given evacuation
instructions which were very
helpful.
department was
The fire
called to a simulated fire in
the laundry. The fire truck arrived in five minutes. Lines
were charged within 1/2 minute, meaning the hoses were
connected and inside the back
door with water available 5 1/2
minutes after the call was placed.
All nursing shifts participated in the mock evacuation.
Nurses and nurses aids substituting for patients rolled beds
and wheel chairs out of the
building. The wide halls and
doors made a fast evacuation
possible. It's estimated that
all patients could be evacuated
within 10 minutes.
Fire chief, Billy Meacham
and the fire department deserve
credit for such a fine job.
Fire drills will be held regularly at Haws Memorial.
We wish to thank the Rev.
William Adams of the First

United Methodist Church for
conducting devotional services
last Sunday afternoon.
The Fellowship Workers of
the South Fulton United Methodist Church are beginning a
visitation program at Haws.
Members of the group are
Ruth Carroll, Pat Rozell, Barbara Vance, Sherrill Reams,Jo
Fishel, Heide Wagner, Mary
Lou Jones, Janie Barber, Anita
Kelly, Peggy Dunker, Judy Fuller, Nancy Best, Obera Johnson and Thelma Carol Covington. We welcome these ladies
who will be visiting and sharing
their "Fellowship" with us.
We at Haws appreciate the
involvement
of community,
church and youth groups and
their willingness to help. Troop
42 with Scout Master, Frank
Woolf, is a fine example -these boys are filling 5 and 10lb. sand bags to be used in our
Thysical therapy program.
Birthday Greetings this week
are extended to Ruth Ring and
Marietta Hardy.
Next week we will be whooping-it-up celebrating two birthdays and Halloween. Mrs. Ruth
Rodgers and Mrs. Irene Boaz
share October 28th birthdays,
this being Mrs. Boaz's 101st.

(from current readings and
records of Jim Hale. Omni
TnIton.)
Date

of Mr
Steve Taylor, son
and Mrs, ROACOO Taylor, has
accepted a position with the 1
Charlotte, North CarolinaSym- 2
phony Orchestra. He plays 3
4
in the bass section.
Steve graduated from Fulton 5
County High with the class of 6
1966. He went to Kentucky 7
Wesleyan one year, going on 8
to the Peabody Conservatory 9
of Music, Baltimore for three 10
years, and MSU for one se- 11
mester.
12
13
For the past two years he 14
has been guest player for the 15
Jackson, Tenn. Symphony and 16
the Owensboro, Ky. Symphony.
17
Taylor was director of FCHS
18
band the last semester of 197019
71 season.
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LIQUO

,

ers at Carr Elementary listen to instructions of their
various postures as they prepare for an exercise.

Grade Schoolers Participate
In Physical Ed Program, Too
(Editor's note: The following description of the physical
education program at Fulton
City Schools was provided by
Mrs. LaNette Allen, principal
of Carr Elementary.)
One of the most enjoyable as
well as beneficial activities
provided by funds from the
Title I portion of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act is the new physical education program initiated this
year in grades 1-6 in Fulton
City Schools.
The teacher, Mr. Gene Sides
who spends the remainder of
his hours working with high
school students in sports and
the classroom, has proven his
versatility by working well with
all ages. He can go from "melting like a swaying tree" with
first graders to "making like
a bulldozer" with senior football players which is no small
feat. No doubt his physique
gives some of the small fry
visions of what physical education can do for them which
put TV cereal commercials to
shame.
This program is fun for the
children but it has valid objectives. Study has shown that
development of the body and
mind closely
parallel each
other. In our day of too much
time spent before the TV set,
a well-planned and executed
program of body building is
invaluable.
Children in grades one, two,
and three have a forty-five

What if thataite
out-of-town number you dialed
turnsoutto bethe wrongone?
First ofall,don't panic. All you need dois hang up as
diplomatically as possible,then call the operator.
Explain to her what happened and she'll make sure you
don't get charged for the call.
Above all,dotA let it discourage you.
Dialing a long distance Loviri Phone Call is easy when
you remember to first dial" then the area code(ifdifferent
from your own),then the number.
And remember,the rates are
low every night plus all weekend
long.Ifat first...
© South Central Bell

minute period and grades four,
five, and six have fifty-five
minutes
twice
weekly. The
teacher spends one complete
afternoon a week with the Terry Norman students in grades
one through four.
The tests from the President's Council on Physical Fitness are being adapted for the
lower grades and this adaptation
plus the original test will be
worked
through with these
children to be used as baseline data. Next spring they will SINGING OUT ...
be retested to find their imNursing Home Wednesday,
provements.
Brann (seated at piano) of the Water Valley Baptist Church and
Aside from the enjoyment the
program provides for the boys Randal Laird (standing) took over with community sinning.
and girls, there is no doubt
the year's work will produce
gains in fitness and dexterity.

When the regular Bible class was canceffed
Reverend Tom
Van
Ratcliffe(background) and Wiburn Jones help lead the singing.

at Haws Memorial

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, October 20:
HILL VIEW
Max Britt, Water Valley;
Wanda Byars, Dukedom; Leon
Cox, Wing.), Ruby Jones, Union
City; Dee Macklin, Hickman;
Myrtle Riley, Clinton; Minnie
Cruce, Mary Lou Gibbs, South
Fulton; Mary Lou Hogg, Joe
Beard, James Hickman, Martha
Lacewell, Linda Clark, Glenda
Tucker, Fulton.

Leigh Jeffrey
Named Editor
Of SF Paper

Leigh Jeffrey, a senior at
South Fulton High School, has
been named editor of the 197172 school paper, "The Flaming Spirit."
Other staff members are:
Susan Hale and Deborah Blythe,
assistant editors; Jane Green
and Jeannie Rushing, feature
editors, Lisa Watts, art editor;
Kathy Whitlock and Bessie
Pirtle, sports editors, Debbie
Gregory, exchange editor; Bill
Gray
and Avonda Hastings,
business managers;
Glynn Green, photography;
Pam Hurt, Paul Adams, Billy
Bunch, Linda Pickering and
Sharon Tidwell, circulation
staff;
Joye Jones, Dale Yates, Susan
Bloodworth, Cheryl Frields and
Priscilla Winston, news staff.
Mrs. Joe McCoy is
the
sponsor.

FULTON
Flossie Armbruster, Myrtle
Fields, Ada Hunt, Ilgah Latta,
Ustace Whitlock, Wingo; Burnie
Barnes, Jesse Hicks, Water
Valley; Marvin Burkett, Bob
Claude, Buford Walker, Arthur
Brown, Clinton; Nettie Davis,
Eunice
Myatt,
Crutchfield;
Mable Laird, Dukedom; Lea
Bertha Rice, Andrew Pannel,
Lester Bruce, Union City;
Clella
Fields, Jennie
New York University operF'owlkes, Gary Jackson, Eren
C. Peeples, Anna Taylor, Mary ates 15 schools and colleges at
Edna Warren, W. E. six centers in Manhattan and
Allen, South Fulton; Edward the Bronx in New York City.
Blaylock, Merchel Byrd, James
Cheatham, Hattie Gardner, Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Harrison, Bernice
Henry, Mary Ann Milner, Ruth
Moon, Sandra Noonan, Elizabeth
Randall, Claude Snow,
Lawon Speight, Calvin Webb,
Hattie Witherspoon, Dula McDade, Fulton.

Wagster,

Wa•-•••

Leigh Jeffrey

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Pamper
Yourself...

ATTENDS WORKSHOP
Mrs LaNette Allen. Carr
Elementary principal. attended
a workshop at Murray Tuesday
in connection with reporting the
usage of federal funds. Eugene
Tallent, coordinator of evUlualion for the State Department
of Education in Kentucky, pre-

Better still, let us pamper
you. Let us show you the marvelously refreshing benefits of
Hot Springs thermal water baths and
massages. They help ease arthritic
pains, nervous tensions and muscular
discomforts. We have complete resort facilities. too — PGA golf
course, heated swimming pools —
and nightly entertainment.
Rooms and suites from $7.50 to $30

ATTEND CLINIC
Mary Helen Dunn and Sandra
Thompson
of Fulton High
School, along with Mrs. CharBennett.
les R.
sponsor of The
Kennel newspaper, attended the
Sun-Democrat sponsored high
school journalism clinic held in
Paducah last week.

THE

••••••••••••

Majestic
HOTEL and

BATHS

S. P. MOORE & CO 1-1F1 ST
SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
1.4
140 Broadway, South Fulton
P
,
Phone 471-1144

,

-.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
--Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpetinpi
—Upholstering, Modern and
.4W

Local Musician
Takes Position
With Orchestra

WEATHER REPORT

Mi

Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

tare bee you ase enjoy a full week at them hoe
Ceetect W.L Wette, Wean Hotel, Net Ilogigge

$54

includes room and 6 thermal baths. $54 a person, two
in • twin-bedded room at $4.75 a day each;
baths for$17.45; and $3.30 miscellane00is.r3MIIMP4

6 thannel

Now you
can
dial your
own long
distance
calls.
Direct.
It's quick and easy. And you'll always
get the lower station-to-station rate.
If you want to dial long distance direct
but don't know the out-of-town number,
just call our long distance directory
assistance operator. Dial "1." Then the
area code (if different from yours) of the
town you want to call. Then 555-1212.
That'll get you the long distance
number you want. And there's no extra
charge for the service.
You'll like dialing long distance direct.
It's the perfect way to keep in touch with
out-of-town friends and relatives.
Give it a try, today!

South Central Bell

2
2

•

11. 1991

err
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Ashap Causes Big Beer Bust
State Trooper W.C. Tate said
many cartons of Budweiser beer
were broken in the accident.
The 1963 International was
moving south on the highway
when the driver lost control. The
truck slammed into a ditch and
the trailer turned over on its right
side. While damage to the trailer
was described as minor, Trooper
Tate said the tractor was
damaged beyond repair.

There was an impromptu "beer
bust" held on U.S. 45-E, about.a
mile and a half south of South
Fulton at 615 a.m. Wednesday,
when a tractor-trailer rig loaded
with bottled beer ran off the highway and flipped over on its side.
The driver, Norman Edward
Blalock, 23, of Route 1, Fulton,
was admitted to Fulton Hospital
with a concussion. His condition
was satisfactory.

THE NEWS

fig)With
Thu American
Rod Cross.

City Firm To Buy
Business Plant
At Fulton
4
SPECIALS
MADNESS
Representative
MOONLIGHT
THURS.,ter,
OCT. 21st Coming Oct. 21
THREE HOURS ONLY!
4
7:00 P. M. Until 10:00 P. M.
1)111(111

.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00

.

Of interest to Homemakers
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Goodyear Makes Grants To Three

Three University of Tennessee
FULTON, Ky.-Mrs. P.M.
Pitzer, president, and her daugh- at Martin seniors -- E. Leon
Williams and
Mrs. Melba Joyce Harri- Kelly, Jimmy D.
Van W. Hudson--have been
son, have agreed to sell to the
awarded scholarships by the
Paducah Coca Cola Bottling Goodyear Tire & Rubber CornCompany, Inc., of Paducah, the pany Fund
Fulton Bottling operation.
Williams
Kelly, of Joelton. andThis plant, formerly owned by of Greenfield, each received 4500
the Carson Interests of Paducah
was purchased by Hugh Smith
k
in 1908 and later acquired by %
P. M . Pitzer.

of the
A representative
Small Business Administration
partAgency's
that
at
will be
time office in the City Hall
on the First Floor, Paducah,
Kentucky, on October 21, as
announced by R. B. Blankenship,
SBA District Director.
The office, operated on a
semi-monthly basis every first W. M. Carson, president of
and third Thursday, will be the Paducah Coca Cola Cornopen from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 pany, at a meeting with the
former owners and employes,
P.m•
In order to determine credit announced the effective date of
and eligibility requirements for acquisition would be Nov. 1.
SBA loan programs, it is sug- Carson stated that the active
gested that the businessmen
management will be under the
bring with them a recent nnancial statement or balance supervision of A. J. McDevitt,
sheet of the business and a executive vice president.
profit and loss statement for
the previous full year. This inOUTSIDE WHITE
formation pertains to estab•
lished businesses.
However, anyone interested
MI
In establishing a new business
is encouraged to consult with
this representative as well as
h other businessmen who are in
need of financial advice or
assistance.
We Make Keys
In additionl to an SBA loan
representative, there will be a
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) Counselor
Railroad Salvage
available to talk with small Lake St.
Felton, Ky.
business inquirers.

.04r

LARGE

SHIRTS
REG. $3.99

BATH
TOWELS
VALUES TO $2.00

for S5 88t

4

LATEX
House Paint
$2.99 Gallon

4
4

4
4

MI

Government Association and Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity
Hudson, who is majoring in
chemistry, is a member of the
student affiliate chapter of the
American Chemical Society.
Scholarship checks were
Williams. an accounting major presented to the students by John
is a member of the Student It Row.
grants and Hudson of Adamsville
received a 4300 award
Kelly, who is majoring in
mathematics, is a member of the
Intervarsity
Christian
Fellowship at UTM.
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DAY SAL

k
k
k
k

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY OCTOBER 21I 22I 23
k Open Till 10 pm. Thurs. Nile; To 8 pm. Friday & Sal. Niles

k
k

;

11
C

RELAX
Ant -Perspirant
Spray. 9-oz.
ReRg. $1.49

14 3/4-oz.
Lime, Mint, Reg.
Regularly $1.29

49

S

Pacquin Lotion 1

69c

Rapid Shave

k
k
;
1

(Reg. $1.09)

2 for 611 i
1 Contac Capsules 1
10's, Reg. $1.59
I
I

k

(Limit One)

1
1

gay 5
n vs

19092
479-

1

30.06 FEDERAL RIFLE SHELLS _ _ Ctn. $3.77 (Limit One) \
Take isa.

Barbey"

GOLDEN BROWN

C
b
N
1
1
1
1

k

Type 108 Polaroid

Aluminum Foil-r

Color Film

25-Foot Rolls

;

$3.61
2
for
31
CHICKE FULTON DISCOUNT STORE
FIKD
Ray s Hamburgers ...25c
A Family13e.sfaurant
ave On These 3 Hour Specials Thursday Evening From 7: To 10:P.
(Limit 2)

1
1

\k
k
\
\
k
b

Fulton. Ky
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SION110000,
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OONLIGHT MADNESS SALE
ways
irect
er,

the

Thurs. Nile Only!

YARD

SUPER SCOPE

RAKES

24-oz. Bottle
Reg. $2.05

69c Each

CALUMET
HARNESS BOOTS

WESTERN AUTO

SALE! $15.99

Lake St.. Fulton

Village Fashion

Reg. Price $22.99

SHOE STORE

86c
SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS
So.Village Shopping
Center

So. Village Shopping
Center

rect.
ii
Shop Here For
MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

SPECIALS
LIBERTY
SUPERMARKET
South Fulton

33c
DIMECO
Lake St., Fulton

Come as you are! Bring the family! Free
Band Concerts in Fulton and South Fulton.
Concession stands open in Fulton and South
Fulton.

BARGAINS GALORE!
SHOP AND SAYE!

WASHERS AND
DRYERS
REDUCED FROM

LADIES SHOES
Slight Irregulars
of $10 to $12 Values
Moonlight Sale Only!

AT

K. HOMRA'S
Lake St.. Fulton

3-HOUR SPECIALS
7-10 PM. Oct. 21st
I • Rack Merchandise
VillU•11
$40
Your Choice,
$5.00
I - Group Sweaters
Values to ;Id
Your Choice,
$5.00
1- Group Magic Lady
Panty Girdles A Bra
(Reg. 1.4.50)
$2.50
Magic Leidy 'Nan-Run
Panty Hose
$1.30
(Reg. $3.00)

THE DAISY
South Fulton

(All New Boxes)
Buy one at regular
price, get second box
free!

THE
CLOTHESLINE
So. Village Shopping
Center
South Fulton

South Fulton

Lake St., Fulton

Support Your
GRAB BAG
SPECIAL!
$at. to $5. Value:
ONE DOLLAR

Local Merchants!
FULTON BANK
20% OFF
EVERYTHING
IN OUR STORE

at

HOBBY HOUSE
South Fulton

Lake St., Fulton

far

Val. to $6.99

Lake Si.. Fulton

Fulton Hdwe.
& Furniture Co.

FLARED PANTS
$3.00
Values To $9.00

$1.50
P. N. HIRSCH
& COMPANY

FLARE SLACKS

South Fulton

Ladies Knit Tops
Christmas
BOXED CARDS

2 Pr. $1.00
NOFFEL'S
Dept. Store

Thurs. Nile Only!
MEN'S

SEARS

Val. to $5.95

TABLES

Reg. Price $15.95
All sizes and colors

$2.00
NATIONAL
STORE

$10.00 to $40.00

Thurs. Nile Only!

50c and $1.00

Lake St., Fulton

DETERGENT
TIDE OR BOLD

LADIES SHOES

FULTON-SO. FULTON

Moonlight Special!

$4-99
KASNOW'S
20-0Z.

Discontinued Stock of

lervls

7-10 pm.Thum Oct.21
30-day wear guarantee

PANTY HOSE
REVLON
Clean and Clear

LOTION
Reg. $1.50

SALE 79c
City Super Drug
Lake Street

National Bank
FULTINE, KENTUCKY
TV Other Up for yew cm.*
KON••••!INC

LADIES
DRESSES
$4.99
THE BUDGET
SHOP
Lake St.. Fulton

No-run. super stretch
yarn:
Reg. $1.79

97c
BEN FRAN=
Lake St., Fulton

PANTY HOSE
2- PAIR $1.00
3 Colors: Limit 2
(Thurs. Nits Only)

BAY'S
Family Shoe Store
Lake St., Fulton

Chandler Says
Contributions
Total Only $115

Women Demos Will Tax Rate Young Journalists
Hold District Rally
Is Lower Give Ford An Edge

MURRAY, Ky.-Mrs. Wendell
Ford and Mrs. Julian Carroll,
wives of the Democratic nominees for governor and lieutenant
governor, will take the spotlight
in the First District Democratic Women's Rally at Ken-Bar
Inn on Thursday, Oct. 21.
Mrs. Betty Lowry of Murray,
Monday
The figures, reported
First District Democratic
Registry
of
by the Kentucky
chairwoman, said about 450
Election Finance, were by far people from 23 counties are exgubernafour
of
the
the lowest
pected to turn out for the 7 p.m.
torial candidates in the Novem- smorgasbord and speaking proelection.
ber
gram.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Fortner Gov. A. B. Chandler
has revealed that he has received only $115 in contributions through Oct. 4 and has
want $161 on his independent
candidacy for governor.

MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SPECIALS
Thursday Nile October 21 -7-10 PM.
COME AND SEE WHAT ____ $10.00
Will Buy In Men's and Women's

SHOES . . . $10.00
OUT OF OUR REGULAR STOCK
VALUES

All three of the women running on the nine-member Democratic ticket for statewide office also are scheduled to appear at the rally.

They are:
Miss Mary Louise Foust, nominee for state auditor.
Mrs. Frances Jones Mills,
nominee for clerk of the court
of appeals.
Mrs. Thelma Stovall, nominee
for secretary of state.
Mrs. C. B. Morgan of Leitchfield, st ate Democratic campaign chairwoman, and Mrs.
Millie Dickerson of Burnside,
president of the state Democratic Women's Club, also will
attend the meeting.
"However, we are not limiting the
Lovrally
women only,"
ento
added. State S.
Mrs.
Walter (Dee Huddleston, state
Democratic campaign chairman, will also be on the program and we feel that many
men would certainly be interested in seeing and hearing
him."
Tickets for the dinner are
24.80 (including tax and tip)
and reservations may be made
through county Democratic
campaign chairwomen in t h e
First District.

$14.00 to $24.00

Women's:-Dress-Casual-Loafers
MEN: 1 Group Dress
1 Group Boots
PANTY HOSE
2 Pair $1.00
3 COLORS (Limit 2Pairs)

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky

Registration
Registration for a karate class
to be held at the Recreation Center, 1733 Broadway, will be held
from 7 to 10 p.m. Wednesday at
the center.
Classes will be held every
Monday and Wednesday night
from 7 to 9 p.m., with lessons
to be taught by black belt instructors.
Males who are 16 years of age
or older are eligible for enrollment in the class.
Dues will be $1 per hour for
the classes, with one month's
dues required in advance.
For those unable to enroll on
the Wednesday date, another
signup date will be Oct. 27.

P. N. HIRSCH 8. CO.
615 BROADWAY,SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon.thru Thur. 8:30 - 6; Fri.- Sat.8:30 - 8

MK= MADIESS.SALE
THURSDAY NIGHT
7 PM. TO 10 PM.
LADIES

LADIES

Panty Hose
3 for $1.00
Doorbuster Price
Limited Ouanity
LADIES

Moonlight Special)

$18.88

Slacks
$3.00

permitted to vote. The gathering also included delegations
from Pope County, Ill., and
Cairo High School.
The young journalists, their
instructors and Sun-Democrat
personnel spent some time discussing whether kigh school
publications should be under
the control of newspaper staffs
or higher school officials. It was
generally agreed there is confusion between "editorials" and
"columns."
Some of the young journalists
said they think all editorials
and columns should have the
name of the writer attached to
them; others said it doesn't
matter. But they generally
agree their readers would react
to controversial subjects In a
better way if they knew exactly
whose opinion was being expressed.

Thursday, Oct. 21, 1971

Honors Split
At Fulton's
Ladies Day
FULTON, Ky.- Mrs. Jasper
Vowell and Mrs. George Winter,
Jr., tied for medalist honors with
47's Tuesday at Ladles Day at
the Fulton Country Club. Second
were Mrs. Cecil Wade and Mrs.
Thomas Mahan with 48's and
Mrs. Jack Graves had 49.
Ball winners included: Mrs.
Winter, most Os; low putts, Mrs.
Cecil Wade with 14; novelty
prize, Mrs. Maxwell McDade;
and low blind bogey, Mrs. Jack
Graves.

Flooring Lined Locks

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Kentucky's four gubernatorial
candidates will appear on a
program from the studios of
WAVE-TV in Louisville Oct. 25.
A panel of reporters will supply questions for the four-Republican Tom Emberton,
Democrat Wendell Ford, American Party candidate William
Smith and Commonwealth Party candidate A. B. Chandler.
The program will be carried
by the Kentucky Educational
Television Network the same
evening. A WAVE spokesman
said Wednesday the program
will be available on a live or
delayed basis to any radio or
television station contacting
WAVE or KET in Lexington.

BALTIMORE - During the
canal-building era of the late
Last year the U.S. produced 90
1800'6, engineering developed a per cent of the copper it conunique use for oak flooring-for sumed and 65 per cent of the
lining canal locks.
iron ore.

with
Westinghouse Electric Range Oven
-Cleaning
Deluxe Styling, Self

.11,10
notiuR

04eti 'Cleans
automatically
platform light
• Full-width
appliance
•Automatic
receptacle
Turn speed-8T0'
•Optional Noavailable -cooks
accessory
both sides at once
controls
•Infinite heat
units
•Plug-out surface
Timing Center
• Automatic

•

Model
KF338M

available to the public without
charge. Copies may be obtained
by directing a request to the
Division of Local Finance, State
of Tennessee, 1507 Andrew
Jackson State Office Building.

Brushed Denim
REG.$6.00 VAL

SUPER SPECIALS
?ENS NATI. ADV.

FACIAL

TOILET

Pants

TISSUE

TISSUE

Val.To $14.00 Only

Box of 100

4- Rolls

$4.99

9c

21c

Limited (Inanity

First Come, First Serwsd

THUR.. FRI., SAT..
AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC DRYER

WILD
RIDES

MUSLI/I
16c Yd.

$199.05 $199.95

Ideal For Ouilthig
GMLS

REGULAR 98c Yd.

Terry Cloth
3Yds.$1.00

JEANS
$1.55

Terrific

Size 6 to 16

CHILDRENS

Double Knit
Knit Dresses Tennis'
Oxfords Reg.$9.00 Rag.$3.88
While They Last
72c
$1.00
S4.44 yd. $2.50
Save Tonight

•

owne“.0101•4

II* 11116

Oct.24-25-26-27
71-1E
ilP
or
C0lOR
MIN

--PLUS-

Sixes 8 to 14

Many, many, unadvertised items throughout the store at
super savings. Join The Fun Thursday Night 710 10 PM.

2-cycle selections include
Auto-Dry/Permanent Press.
4 temperature selections.

Off

Ross HAGEN': Diane McBAIN
Sun.. Mon., Tues., Wee

from Colombia Pictures

MINI-MATE SPIN/DRY
AGITATOR WASHER
Model $C300

COLO'by am...fIrt,,ero

PLUS-UNBLEACHED

1S200P

DE5701.1

OCT.21-22-23

ANN-10/17Y7B
1ERGMAN
1"11)
QUI r
in the

riA Spring*in

Washes. rinses. spin-dries
6 lbs. of wash In lust minutes. Completely portable.

el WAYS TO PAY
%) AT GOODYEAR
•
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Four Candidates
To Be On TV

Come in Today...Shop for the Appliance You
Need During This S ecial Westinghouse Event!

rate-- $1.34. Shelby County's $2.85
tax rate converts to an effective
rate of $1.43.
Mr. Harris said copies of the
report which reflects rates of,
property, motor Vehicle and local
sales taxes for each of the state's
95 counties, as well as special
school district fax rates and the
level of assessment for real
property in each county, are

LADIES

Winter Coats
ONE
GROUP
SOLID
COLORS

Knit Tops
VALUES
TO $5.95
$1.50

Area school journalists joined
The 1971 property tax rate in
Obion County is lower than in the political poll act Thursday
most of the other counties in the night.
state, according to a report
They gave Wendell Ford,
released by the Division of Local Democratic candidate for govFinance in the state comp- ernor, 30 votes to 20 votes for
trotter's office.
h,s opponent, Tom Emberton,
In fact, the "effective" the Republican candidate.
property tax rate in this county is
A. B. Chandler, Commonless than in 80 of the state's 95
wealth party candida t e, recounties
Ralph J Harris. assistant state ceived three votes and William
comptroller, said the -effective Smith, American party conditax rate" is the rate necessary to date, won two.
In the lieutenant governor's
produce the same dollars as the
actual tax rate if all property race, Julian Carroll, the Demowere assessed at 100 per cent of cratic candidate, received 40
value Assessment levels in votes to nine for James Host,
Tennessee counties range from 35 the Republican candidate.
to 50 per cent.
Eighty students attended an
Property tax rates for 1971 annual program
sponsored by
generally are lower in West the SunDemocrat. All of the
Tennessee counties than in any
students hold one position oi another section of the state, according to the report. Half of the other with their high school
12 lowest county property tax newspapers.
rates in the state were levied by Only Kentucky students were
West Tennessee counties.
West Tennessee counties with•
low property tax rates include
Haywood, $1 70; 1.auderdate,
81.72; Hardeman, 81.78; Gibson,
$1.80; Obion. $2; Dyer, $2; Lake.
$2.05; Henderson, $2.15 and
Weakley, $2.20.
The effective tax rate in Obion
County outside Union City is 70
cents and 65 cents inside the city
According to the report, the
highest property tax rate in the
state is in the portion of Carroll
County which includes the
Atwood Special School District.
The $5.96 tax rate and 35 per cent
assessment level in that area
converts to an effective tax rate
of $2.09.
Mr. Harris said the report also
reveals:
(I) By far the largest portion of
the property tax rate goes for
school purposes
12) Only Ii counties have not
levied a local sales tax which
must be approved by reteren
dum. Twenty-three counties have
local sales tax of 1.5 per cent
and the rate is one per cent in 61
counties.
(3) Fifty counties do not levy a
property tax for the construction
and maintainance of county
roads. Highway expenditures-In
these counties are financed
almost exclusively from gasoline
taxes levied by the state and
allocated to counties.
oliFourteen counties levy a tax
on motor vehicles ranging in
amounts from $5 to $15.
(5) Property is assessed at 35
per cent of value in most Tennessee counties. Four counties
are assessed at 50 per, cent
two at 40i per
-Mr Harris Sind 'the, . lo
neritiertylilleira4 in thellitillIs
Si 20 for each 8100 of -a
value in Crockett County,soil:et/1r
the two special school districts
located in that county. Fayette
County, with a rate of $1.26, has
the lowest countywide tax rate in
the state.
The effective rate in Crockett
County is 42 cents and in Fayette
county 44 cents.
Of the four metropolitan
counties, the report revealed thlat
Davidson County has the highest
tax rate-- $4.11 --which equals sot
effective rate of $1.64. Hamilt
County has the lowest effective

Fulton, Ky.

OUR OWN
EASY PAY
PLAN

Westinghouse Front-Lauding
Convertible Dishwasher
• Double wash cycle
• Multi-level washing action
• Liftoff cutting board toe
• Porcelain.on-steel Interior
• Self-cleaning

99995

Master charge

.,.,--..EARssfmcs
GOOD/.
FULTON
Open daily, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday Nights to 8:30 p.m.
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Greeks Founded
Marseille
MARSEILLE-France's oldest
ally is Marseille, founded about
400 BC by Greek sailors. It
has become France's largest

port

SUPER SAVING
At Evans Drug
ii.ans
a....

Listerine
Reg. Prko $2..21

$1.39
Donturo Tab 40's

Efferdent
Rog. Prke $1.19

79c
F.0.5. Regular
I-aa. She
Req. Prico $1.51

99c
Pond's

Dusting Powder
5..., Roo. sus
66c
16-oz.

Haley M-0
Roo. Price $1.79

97c
Jergens Lotion
14/
1
2-oz;

Rog. WA

$1.19

.......,

Arrid Extra-Dry
9-11; Rep. $1.71

$1.19
to. 2101181...
EYAII$ DRUG CO.
.

Fulton

Hollis Named

Demo, GOP Polls Show Both
Candidates Are Doing Well
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Democrats unveiled a poll
Saturday indicating Wendell
Ford has a landslide lead over
Tons Emberton in the governor's race and the Republicans
promptly responded with polls
showing Emberton very much
in the contest.
The battle of the polls opened
with a news conference by
Democratic campaign chairman Dee Huddleston, who said
the party's survey by John
Kraft of Washington shows
Ford with an 18 per cent lead
over Emberton.
GOP headquarters fired back
with information on at least
two other professional pollsone showing Emberton barely
behind before the much-heralded television debate last week
and another showing him
slightly ahead of Ford after the
debate.
The exchange, in which both
sides allowed newsmen to ask
for pertinent details, yielded a
rare glimpse into the technical
aspect of such surveys.
All the polls, according to
spokesmen for both parties,
were sponsored and paid for by
the respective parties and nominees.
This is how they compared,
based on information given by
Huddleston and John Fitzwater,
press secretary to Republican
Emberton:
Ford's poll was conducted in
the first 10 days of September
and showed Ford with 45 per
cent of the vote, Emberton with
27 per cent, independent Commonwealth candidate A. B.
Chandler with 8 per cent and
American Party candidate William Smith with less than 1 per
cent. The undecided category
was 22 per cent.
Kraft estimated his range of
error at 3 to 4 per cent, with a
greater chance for error among
the last place candidates.
The poll was taken at 120 locations throughout Kentucky by
professional interviewers who
talked to 800 persons "eligible
to vote"- though not necessarily registered to vote-in
their homes. An effort was
made to screen out obvious
nop-voters.
Kraft, asked if a sampling of
800 is enough, said it depends
on the questions, but that on
the matter of whom one would
vote for, the amount is more

than sufficient to project accurate results.
The Republican polls disclosed were taken by Central
Surveys Inc. of Shenandoah,
Iowa, and Strategy Research
Corp. of Miami. Fla., under
contract with Civic Service Inc.
of St. Louis, the main party
poll organization which conducts its own polls every eight
weeks.
Before the debate, Central
Surveys poll showed Emberton
with 34.4 per cent, Ford with
38.8 per cent, Chandler with 5.6
per cent and Smith with .7 per
cent.
The results were based on 706
interviews in the home Oct. 1-9
with names drawn by random
computer selection and "corrected to reflect demographic
and vetting propensity."
Central Surveys commented
that the voter approval was
"good" for the administrations
of Gov. Louie B. Nunn, a Republican, and President Nixon.
It also noted a general Impression "of apathy and disinterest among many voters"
and said the election "is still
fluid."
The second GOP survey was
taken Oct. 11-13 after the debate, by Strategy Research.
The results: Emberton 31.1
per cent, Ford 29.1 per cent,

Involved were 755 telephone
call s, computer-selected an d
based on Strategy Research's
normal statewide Interview
sample. The error factor in
both Republican surveys was
given at 8 per cent.
E mbert on's headquarters
said the general findings by the
pollsters were that "a jelling of

Dr. Coy F. Hollis has been
of
Director
appointed
Educational Development and
Tom Emberton, Republican cent and A. B. Chandler, IndeResearch at UTM, according to
voter sentiment in the final Dr. Norman Campbell, acting candidate for governor, won a pendent candidate, received 5
days of the campaign" was chancellor
mock election held at Paducah per cent.
likely in this race.
Community College Wednesday,
In one of the largest turnouts
Dr. Hollis comes to UTM from making his seventh win in mock in the college's history, 372 stu•
Huddleston also took occasion
Memphis
State
where he has elections held across the state. dents voted.
during the news conference to
In the election, sponsored by
In a mock election held at
read a statement by Ford call- served as an administrative
assistant for the past two years the PCC Student Government, Eastern Kentucky University
on
ing on the Louisville Courier- He
has also served with the Emberton received 49 per cent
Wednesday, Emberton polled 77
Journal to correct "20 mistakes Tennessee State Department
of of the vote to Wendell Ford's 38
per
cent
of the 719 votes cast.
or falsehoods" Ford contends Education as a consultant on
per cent.
Ford received 18 per cent.
appeared in recent editorials Title II projects.
William
Smith,
American
Chandler
got 3 per cent and
comparing stands of Ford and
He succeeds Dr Robert 0
party candidate, received 8 per Smith was given 1 per cent.
Riggs
Emberton.

T "Id 11i1VITED"

PORK ROAST

SUPER-RIGHT

LOIN END

RIB END

39

LB.

BELOW A YEAR AGO -SAVE 3` LB.

BELOW A YEAR AGO-SAVE 3' LB.

PORK CHOPS

SUPER RIGHT WHOLE

The Board of Trustees of the
Tennessee Medical Association
has called on physicians across
the state to become leaders in the
fight against drug abuse.
The announcement came only
days before the beginning of
Community Health Week, slated
to be observed in Tennessee Oct.
17-23. The week is sponsored by
the TMA and the Tennessee
Hospitol Asociation
The statement called on
physicians to "exercise voluntary restraint in the prescribing
of
amphetamines
and
methamphetamines."
Similar programs have been
established in other states and
have cut the amount olf'dmit
abuse in the amphetamine field .
by as much as 80 per cent.

JANE PARKER

DELICIOUS

WHEAT BREAD'

JONA THAN

Men's

Sport Coats
$15.00 8[01.00

Skirts & Top Sets
$14.98 Values

$10.98 &

$8.98

Ladles

Sleepwear
Values To $8.00

(125's)

59

39

CUT OR SHELL1E

STOKELY

SAYE 16'

GREEN BEANS

A&P YELLOW

A&P SALTED VIRGINIA

411 i

White Corn 4,„.$100
$1.99
KnilMen's
shirts Group Boy's Pant Tops Bras
4
Sauerkraut
Long Sleeves Sweaters MOO Values $2.00 Values
316oz
$2.99
aroni
Beef
sum
$1.99
$3.00
Cafe
Ready Made
"i7adim
Throw
5
Curtains Drapes Bar Soap
Rayon Suits Rugs
sTokEtv BAVARIAN

le 0:

L„ 8c BELOW I YEAR AGO! SAVE itc LB.
CALIFORNIA
98c
10
TOKAY GRAPES
6
69c
_
4 49c
39c
24 °K°' 98c
lb

lb

bag

ie

PKGS

1,
1)•

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

16 OZ,

STOKELY

CANS

GOLDEN

JANE PARKER

STOKELY

FRUIT CAKE

17 OZ
CANS

flamenco
PORCELAIN-CLAD STEEL

COOKWARE

99

$1°

SAVE 8

CORN

$100

CHEF BOY AR DEE

t

10

O
APPLES
FRESH GREEN

WOW! SAVE 20'

lb

0 CHICKEN

LYES.

ROME

$1.99

KAHN'S CHUNK

RED OR GOLDEN

CRACKED

lb

SUPER RIGHT

Lb1/9
GENUINE IDAHO

$1.99

.. 88c
98c
58c
1b58c
39c
29g

FIRST CUT

Abuse Of Drugs

$4.00 Values

SUPER RIGHT CENTER CUT

SUPER RIGHT CENTER CUT

Doctors To Fight

$7.99

PRICES 60011 MU SAT. OCT. 23

Rib Chops
PORK CHOPS Loin Chops
Pork Loin
Country Ribs
Braunschweiger
Bo.
t Fryer Parts

1/4 LOIN SLICED

Chandler 4.5 per cent. Smith 1.2
per cent and undecided 34.1 per
cent.

Cabbage
JANE PARKER
OPEN 7 to 10 P. M. THURSDAY, OCT. 21
Potatoes
ANGEL
FOOD
CAKE
THESE PRICES GOOD MOONLIGHT SALE ONLY
Apples
Group - Men's
Men's
Ladies
Sweaters
Apples
Suits
Polyester Suits
Cardigans & Pullet?
$25.00 &$35.00
$14.98
$5.00
0 Popcorn
Men's
Men's
Denim
Ladies
Peanuts
Ties
Jeans Pant Set Skirts
No Irons
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Tom Emberton Winner
Of PCC Mock Election

To UTM Post

EMIPTIONAI. Bl 1 -11,11i1

Night Owl Sale Specials

50c Each

Fulton, Ky.

On Sale This Wee

DIAL

amh $1 00
Ban

LB. CAKE

Soup • erne 0eire,
•gra.covered 11.00.
Yoe can 1,01 pe,
00,0deet.004 dependable
gra.y a go froved. end
TO, 10.0 h•v•
every bug el *Nem.

wo.gh

MARVEL SALTINE

$8.98

$1.99

$1.011 pair

$3.98

From our new Shoe Dept. 20% Off on Men's, Women's Children Shoes and Boots-We will give a 10% discount on all
regular priced merchandise to shoppers wearing sleepwear.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS

KASNOW'S

29t

Crackers 1 - lb. box

1 1/2-Lb.$1.89

3 - Lb.$3.49

,4.„•
en

$
6
99

so CT. 37c SCOPE
Coffee
PKG.
MOUTHWASH
'
1" IANGDSVI C
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AP
AP+mom ifewilAY'AP
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3'5"1CIGARETTES
low ROLL 37c
Fr.
GLAD TRASH BAGS
$2.62
100's$2.73
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E
L
G"d
AP Ween's'el'ellein AP
79c AP WIWIWAWn AP

100% BRAZILIAN EIGHT-O-CLOCK
1 LB. BAG

OOP COUPON
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10 CIT. PRO.
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Goad only
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South Fulton Devils
Coast To Victory

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Oct. 21, 1971

them responded in a big way. We
were very proud of our younger
boys and the effort they made
while they were in the ball

Page 4

he saw quite a bit of action at the
quarterback post and gave
promise of being a good future
Player for the Had Devils.

Canadian tobacco companies
Steve Wilkerson, the South
bait will end cigarette advertiseFulton kicker, is a freshman b
Devil team was outstand hg with g
daismpel ed exceptional poise ments on radio and television
Paul Phelps and Major Martin during the contest. Additionally, Jan, 1.
leading the charge. Sonny
Shepherd, Chuck Beard and
Jeffrey Smith also turned in some
outstanding efforts for South
Fulton, both offensively and
defensively.
The Devils repeatedly broke
the big play on Alamo as
Williams' counters included runs
of 39, 66, and 84 yards while
Brown's second tally was an 80
yard punt return. The Devils had
a 95-yarder and a 60-yarder
called back due to penalties.
Coach Beadles was obviously
proud of his ball club and termed
it a great team effort. All of our
boys got to play and each one o

The question of "if" was an- way to set the long evening in
swered in 33 seconds. The motion.
question of "how much" took • Before the clock could click off
while longer. As it turned out, the the first period, the Devils were
how much was a 31-point margin up 21-0 and Coach Terry Beadles
as South Fulton belted hapless called his first unit off the field.
By halftime, the count was 35-6
before
51-20
a
Alamo
homecoming crowd Friday night. while it was 48-12 at the end of the
Prior to the opening of action, third canto.
Williams was the running star,
Miss Lisa Watts was crowned the
1971 Red Devil Homecoming ripping off big gainers every time
he
touched the ball, getting an
Queen. Her court consisted of
Maids Leigh Jeffrey, Sandy average of better than 27 yards
Cardwell, Debbie Gregory and per carry. Bob Winston looked
sharp handling the Devils in the
Althea Williams.
The Devils' Darrell Williams. a (early going from the quarterback
halfback,
fleet-footed
scored four post as he tossed 24 .yards to
touchdowns and posted 223 •• •rds Brown for one TU
'grew for
on eight carries t• pa(. the the,convention.
•
Devils. The 24 points by Williams
Defensively, thecwintte Red
moved him into the lead among
the state's scorers, pending
outcome of other games played
this weekend.
In addition to Williams four
touchdowns, Mike Brown scored
Ice Machines
Air Conditioning and heating
twice, Donnie Crews added a
counter, Steve Wilkerson, a
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
freshman, kicked five extra
points, soccer-style kicker Dale
Yates booted a 27-yard field goal
Service Contracts and Quarterand Brown caught a pass from
ly Inspection available.
Bob Winston for a two-point
conw.rsion to round out the
Large or Small Equipment. We have
scorii g parade.
the capability to repair or replace as
The Devil first learners played
—
needed.
the first period and then got back
into action only one more time;
they came in for the Yates field
goal play in the final period.
Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
South Fulton received with` (Service Depart.)
Williams running the ball from
119 MORRIS STREET,
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
the 15 to the 34. On the first play
from scrimmage, he cut off right OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311 (Nights, Call (901) 469-5608
tackle and rambled the rest of the

cord body —

SMOOTHEST
RIDE EVER!

ll4

HERCULES

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

SOUTH FULTON ROYALTY— These five
lovely young ladies were named to the South
Fulton Homecoming Royalty Friday evening
before the Red Devil-Alamo football game.
Seated (from lefti are First Maid Leigh Jeffrey, Queen Lisa Watts and Second Maid Sandy

Carroll Shows
Tax Returns
FRANKFORT, Ky.
—Julian Carroll, Democratic nominee for lieutenant governor, has
released copies of his federal income tax returns for the last
four years.
The returns, released Friday,
showed total income varying
between $23,852 and $28,660.

Cardwell. Standing (from left) are TI.*:d Maid
Debbie Gregory and . Fourth Maid Althea
Williams. South Fulton won the game 51-12
while Obion Central, the other local team 'in
action, was nipped by Greenfield 18-15.

Fulton Pilots
Nudge Halls

Smith Attacks
Candidates On
Welfare Issue
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
—
American Party gubernatorial
nominee William Smith has accused the two major parties of
trying to prepetuate dependence on welfare programs "to
control voters' loyalty."

Fresh caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tartar Sauce
French Fries

HICKMAN, Ky.—Fulton County recorded its second victory of
the season Friday night turning
back Halls, Tenn., 20-16.
The Pilots built a 20-3 advantage in the first half but were
unable to score in the second.
Fulton County yielded 13 points
after the intermission but stopped the comeback short.
Robert Warren put Fulton
County out front in the first
period by scoring on a 35-yard
scamper.
The Pilots piled up two more
touchdowns before the break.
Sammy Cole swept left end for
45 yards and the first touchdown
and Jack Amburg hit Ronald
Caldwell for 45 more and the
second.
Moss' extra point put the
Pilots on top 20-3 and Fulton
County held on for the win.

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

No,

4 ply Polyester

PREMIUM* "478"

.11/Clif

Newest "78" low profile design
puts a wide, easy footprint on the
road. The difference in high speed
driving stability is noticeable instantly! Special tread rubber gives
you a pleasant surprise on mileage.
Our indication ol tire quality. No industry-wide standards exist

Scales Tire Service

Middle Rd.& Hwy. 51,Phone 472-3531
Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best

How much will
your taxes be
•

I 14 0 0410
0 3 7 6-10

tftrf

OE

Soldiers Given Only
Unleaven Bread

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

ROME—In the belief of the
day that people who live on fermented bread have we
bodies, Roman soldiers were al
lower only unleavened bread.

PAINT SALE
.JEFFERSON.

In 1967 under a
Democratic Governor
license plates
cost $5.00

2 Gallons $6
Decorator

Colors for
Any Room
Also White

2 s6
GallOns

Mfg's. Sug. List Price $5.99 for One Gallon
COLOR-FAST—WASHABLE—SPOT RESISTANT
1 COAT COVERS MANY COLORS
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
NO ONE IN TOWN CAN DO BETTER ... WHY PAY MORE

S.140P.Moore&Company
Broadway

KENTUCKY'71,

3,2-698
.JEFFERSON.

After 1967, under a
Republican Governor,
license plates
cost $12.50

After a pledge of no new taxes, the Republicans added a five cents sales tax and more
than doubled your vehicle license fees.
What can yak expect if they get in again?
Wendell Ford has always been on the
side of the taxpayer. He voted to get the
tax removed from prescription medicine

and farm implements. He opposed the
Republicans' increase in the sales tax on
food. Wendell Ford knows that a spending
and taxing type of government is a harsh
and cruel enemy of the wage earner, the
hard-worker, the family man. Join the taxpayer's revolt and support Wendell Ford.

Isn't it time the people had a Governor?

Wendel
F

U

FOR GOVERNOR

(Paid for by Fulton County Democratic

CarolJun

FOR LT. GOVERNOR

Fighters for People
campaign committee, Mrs. Bertea

South Fulton. Tom.

•••••

Pigue, Treasurer).
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Every Wednesday Is Double Stamp
Day. We Accept U. S. D. A. Food
Stamps.

companies
advertisetelevision

Ell
an

(We Reserve The Right To Limit)

Fulton, Ky.
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Customers who have Treasure Chest
Stamp Books can now turn them info the
new S&H Stamp Store in Martin and receive S&H Premiums for them. This offer is good till December 31. After that
offer void.

W DNESDAY MORNING 8:00 a.m.-THRU TUESDAY NIGHT

U.S. INSPECTED GRADE 'A'
KRAFT
PARKAY
QUARTERS

OLEO

WE
givE

KRAFT

18-oz. _ _ _ _ 39c

KRAFT

DINNERS

7-oz. Pkg. ___ 25c

Country
Skillet

FRYE

with
coupon

HUNTS

GRAPE JELLY

FRESH

SKILLET DINNERS

Each 79c

FRESH

Lb.49c

BEEF LIVER

PET RITZ

FRESH - MEATY

PIE SHELLS Pkg.of 23for $1.00

NECK BONE

gill
WE
Inn

TOWELS

COLLEGE INN

HAM & DUMPLINGS 24oz. Can 49c

EGG NOODLES & BEEF _ _ _ $1.00

SWEET SUE

COLLEGE INN

2 - 24-01. CANS

EGG NOODLES & CHICKEN _ _ 89c

TUNA

II

NICE THICK

Lb.25c

3 - 16-0Z. JARS

59

Lb. 25c

FAT BACK

FRESH
GROUND
3 lbs. or
more lb,

Lb.89c

$1.79

Lb.Box

SHRIMP

TOTINO

3

6 1/2 oz.
cans

EWE

TRADEWIND BREADED

CATFISH STEAKS

3 - 16-0Z. JARS

EGG NOODLES & CHICKEN _ $1.00

Breast
of
Chicken

Lb. 39c

PORK LIVER

HAMBURGER

SWEET SUE

JUMBO
ROLL

with
coupon

lb.

Whole

SCOTT

78"

511

WE
WEE

LIBERTY

PIZZAS Cheese 15-oz. Pkg. 69c

$1 BACON

BALL ARD & PILLSBURY

Lb.99c

PIMENTO CHEESE

MUSSLIBERTY
sLiCEDRINDLEss

556

WE
GivE

SOUTHERN BELLE

OLEO BISCUITS HAMS PICNICS
TENDER SMOKED

SOLID

WE
ENE

5 $l
CHILI

8 oz.
cans

ARMOUR
WITH
BEANS

NESCAFE INSTANT

COFFEE

WE

Quart _ _ _ _ 39c

BACON

3 Bath Bars _ _

89c

Lb. 65c

FRANKS

12-oz. Pkg. _

53c,-

GREEN BEANS 4- 303 Cans $1.001 CHEESE
STOKLEY'S VAN CAMPS

2 Lb.$1.25

COUNTRY HAM 12-oz. Pkg. $1.59
Lb.89c

HAletl
.
at

PORK &BEANS 4-No.2Can $1.00 TOMATO JUICE 46-oz. Can 39c

CATSUP
GARDEN DELIGHT FROMM

2 Lb. Bag ___ 35c
89c

2 Lb. Box

ACORN

15-oz. Pkg. ___ 39c

MISS WISCONSIN

an PEAS
KRAFT

TISSUE

$1.00

Individual Slices

ICE MILK

CHEESE

Lb. Box 29c

LARA LYNN

VANILLA WAFERS 16-oz.Pkg 29c
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
NEW

-041111110.

PARICAY
OLEO

5 Lb. 49c

III

RS
ORANGE DINNERS
Except Ham

JUICE

5 Lb.59c
5 Ct.69c

PROCTER AND GAMBLES

T P JOB
CLEANER

69c
11-oz. Jar -eall11111060411111111M-

11..39

12 oz.
can

Pkg.

GOLDEN
RIPE

APPLES

RED WASHED

39c

4 Lb.Bag

GOLDEN OR RED DELICIOUS

BAG'M

Lb.Bag 85c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

3- 8-oz. Pkg. _ _ 69c

SEALD SWEET

JONATHAN

(WITH COUPON)

MEAL

CARNATION

COFFEE MATE

POT PIES

303
cans

FLOUR

LARA LYNN

CRACKERS

Lb.79c

"ZIMSOCISWICSOCY

1/2 Gallon _ _ _ _ 45c

UTILITY SIZE

12-oz.Pkg. ____ 69c

Lb. 39c

MORTON - (Chicken, Beef, TurinrY)

PATTIES

45c

MOTHER'S BEST

5 - 303 Cans

(V/hole or )/2 Stick)

BOLOGNA

39c
5 $l BANANAS

4 Roll Pack

DIXIE LILLY

RAISINS

39t

WE

SOFTEX

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
Whole Kernel
and
Cream Style

DEL. MONTE

39c

20 oz.
bottle

TURNER'S

CHEESE

Lb. 79c

STEAK

lb

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

BEEF

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

TASTY LOAF

lIVE

WE

BONELESS

U.S. INSPECTED
5 to 7 lb. avg.

SHOULDER SWISS

VELVEETA

UuE POTATOES

WE

lb.
box

GRADE 'A'

3 lb.
can
with
coupon

DEL MONTE

ve

lIVI

CHEF-WAY

STOKLEY CUT

WE

lb.

CENTER SLIM)

GNESHORTENING 69 HENS
WE
EWE

5 to 7 lb.
avg.

MILLER'S

REELFOOT SKINLESS

SOAP

39
3 690

SHOULDER

ENDS AND
PIECES

REELFOOT SLICED

10-oz. Jar _ _ _ _ $1.49 PRUNE JUICE
100 CI. Tea Bags _ _ _ _ 99c

lb.49C

15 1/2 oz.
cans

DIAL

TEA

1 SHANK PORTION

lb.

LADY BETTY

LAM

FRESH

3 29t 5(4
3 $1 BACON
BUTT PORTION

28 oz.
bottle

69t

APPLES

RED TOKAY

4 Lb. Bag ____ 59c

Lb.29c

GRAPES

PASCAL

RED DELICIOUS

2 For 29c
CELERY
BAR B - Q SPECIALS
Lb.69c
CHICKENS
PICNICS
Lb.69c
HAM

Lb. I9c
APPLES
BAKERY SPECIALS

BAR - B -

PORK
PORK
SANDWICHES

GLAZED

MARTIN STORE ONLY

CINNAMON

Lb. $1.89

SWEET ROLLS

3For ____ 29c

I" WHITE and DEVILS FOOD

5 For _ _ $1.00

LIBERTY COUPON
I DIXIECECIL'S
LILLY

I FLOUR
5 Lb. Bag
IC TOWELS
1 Lb. Pkg.
Jumbo Roll
lc
No Purchase Necessary
With Coupon and $.5.00 Purchase
With Coupon and 85.00 Purchase
Coupon Worth 20c
1811100 Pu,
. necessary for both coupons) I 410.00 Pus. necessary for both coupons) I
VOID AFTER OCTOBER 26. 971
VOID AFTER OCTOBER M, 1971
VOID AFTER OCTOBER Si, 1971
ensinne •eema- Jo.eangie.
eel! -4111Mo eel!-411111110.!-oellits. edam. Ausime

WE
EAVE

69c
Dozen
DONUTS
LONG JOHNS
2 For __ _ _ 25c

CAKES

-0111Mile

scolifpL'S LIBERTY COUPON

20 Lb. Bag 89c

POTATOES

-oiellseeeasnen-

Each

$1.39

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

49c

50-SU GREEN STAMPS-SO
With Coupon and $3.00 Purchase of
Produce.

SO. FULTON STORE ONLY.

VOID AFTER OCTOBER IS, 1971
'
061160, -011m- -1411110-41■11. -nem.

em111111

WE

Marshall-Evans Vows
Are Pledged At Troy
ON 7ARGETEVERY 7/ME
COUNTRY

LIVING, CITY

CONVENIENCES: 24 ACRES,
L
So MUM. . .
Completely remodeled older
tor so LITTLE... home, modern kitichen, waR to
wall carpet Located I imam
**********
Notth of Fulton, Jut off Pilot
Only 51 per word Oak, Water Valley ILI Priced
at 817,500.00 City Water, Na'to reach
tura'l Gas.
8,500 Homes I
.a. EAST: OBION COUNTY,

6 Miles from City Limas South
Fulton: 52 ocres, simnel new
brick home, fire place, den,
ditiwasher, 2 ponds, trivial
lake. Ornupletely fenced with
American wire, new born, farrowing house. 7his farm tars
everything, and must be seen to
AVON CHRISTMAS selling be
apprecia•ted
starts soon. Enjoy extra income frnm.1015,000.00, Priced et a
has City Water.
for school expenses and gifts.
OPernngs now available. ConIN CAYCE KENTUCKY,
tact Margaret Tay/or, Box 1022, large 2
acre lot, smell home,
Paducah, Ky. 42001; phone 898- good nate
of repair. IDEAL
2708.
FOR EaDME 0310E WHO NEEDS
A
IINEXPEN'SIVE PLACE TO
itENT Wheelchairs. crutches
LevE, WILL, gni t FOR
and other convalescent aids at
CASH,
(Real
Cheap) OR ruiA.rics
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 lake
WITH LOW DOWN PAYt.
Fulton, Ky
MENr
SEMI DRIVER TRAINING
.7
CALL WICK SMITH, BROKWe are currently offering
tractor trailer training through E R, 472-1292 Night or Day
Fulton, Kentucky
The facilities of the following
truck lines. Truck Line Distribution Systems, Inc. EXpress
$200 PER WEEK
Nivel] Deliveries, Inc. Skyline
Woud you like to C.3511 from
Deliveries, Inc. For application $150 to $200 per week? No hoand interview, call 503-589-4183, t its-points get rich %Oa
or write School Safety Division, s,theme. Permanent job which
United Systems, Inc., 42i10 Pop- offers excellent future. It you
iar Level, Louisville, Kentucky, are nevi, own a good car and
:40227.
willing to work, please %wile
Box 442, Fulton, Ky. 42041, giving a short resume of your experience.
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER
lo clean up and cook two meals
a day in exchange for room and
board. Can hold outside job.
Start November 1st. 218 Carr
Street; 472-2596.

Miss Sherry Jean Marshall and
Jim Evans exchanged their
marriage vows Friday evening,
September ath, at 7:30 o'clock in
the Obion Chapel Methodist
Church. near Troy. The couple's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Fay
EARN AT HOIVIE addressing Everett Marshall of Route 2,
envelopes. Rush stamped self- Hickman and Mr. and Mrs. Dale
oaddressed errvelcpe to: 3-C Evans of Route 2, Troy.
The Rev. Robert Cantrell ofCompany Dept. 2020 Box 20221
ficiated at the double ring
Columbus, Ohio 43320
ceremony.
The bride was given in
marriage by her father. Her
FARMS FOR SALE
sister,
Miss Myla Marshall, was
Five acre farms all on blacktop with city water. $200.00 her only attendant, while Billy
down, balance 6D 640i15 per Evans was his brother's best
man
month for 240 months financed
at 13,,, siniple interest. Lbeated
on Highway No. 50,8 milesfrom
Union City or rti Ingle6 west of Base 400 Years Old
PORTSMOUTH, England —
Fulton.
Portsmouth has been England's
Contact: Waller Hastings
Dyersbung Realty Co. chief naval base more than 400
years, since Henry VIII estabDyerxg'g, Tuna
Sitoisie 2664591 or 4027-221110 i fished hie Royal DOckyard here
about 1540.
(Nagla.)

WANTED !`"

'

Case WItS Square This

f
I

TIRES TIMID

Wheels Balanced
a
!WHEELS ALIGNED(

l

City Tire Co.
i101 W. State
?gleam .• rig

MRS. JIM EVANS

Ford Income Is Hired To Help
Over $118,000
The 'Retarded'
For 1968-1970
Gene Nabi, executive director

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Published summaries of Lt.
!Gov. Wendell Ford's income for
the years 1988 through 1970
show a taxable income of more
than $118,000 for the three
years.
The Moues, based on the
Democratic gubernatorial nominee's federal income tax returns for those years, was prepared by Clemens & Guthrie,
certified Public Accountants of
Owensboro. The summary of
Ford's Income, expenses and
itemized deductions was released here Monday night.
Ford's taxable income was
$49,326 in 1968, $34,950 in 1969
and $34,062 in 1970.
His opponent, Republican
Tom Emberton attacked Ford's
financial disclosure as "a
sham" Monday night in Lexington. Emberton said Ford's "wattled disclosure" of personal
finances during Sunday night's
television-radio debate "was
limited to an accountant's summary, not his official IRS returns."
Emberton, who had earlier
released his tax returns, said
Ford's statements did not list
sources of dividend or Interest
income and did not cover all
his years of state service.
Ford's summary released to
the press Monday divides his
income into that accruing from
his annual salary as lieutenant
governor, his salary as acting
governor, his income from
partnerships in E. M. Ford and
Company and R. & W. Realty
Company and his interest Income, dividend income and director fees.
Expenses and deductions are
also included. According to the
summary Ford paid $15,681 in
federal tax and $2,223 In Kentucky income tax for a total of
$17,904 in 1968.
The 1969 figures were $9,780
federal tax and $879 state tax
for a total of $10,680 in income

The couple now lives at Troy
The bridegroom attended Obion
County Central High School and
is engaged in farming The bride.
a graduate of Obion Count!,
Central High, is an employe of
the Obion County General
Hospital.
Grandparents of the bride are
Mrs. Willie Marshall of Route.2,
Hickman and the late IF taxes.
Marshall and Frank Williams of The 1970
figures were $8,701
Route 2, Hickman and Mrs
Lessie Wiliiams of Route 2, Glair federal toy and $1,483 Kentucky
City The bridegroom is the income tax for a total of $10,185
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Iles in taxes.
Roberson of Route 2, Troy and of
James William Evans of Route 2, Redwood Easily
Troy and the late Mrs. Evans
Worked
PORTLAND, Ore. — Redwood
lumber Is light, straight-grained
'White Coal' Cheap
and easily worked. When dried
OSLO — Using the abundant correctly,
it does not shrink or
'white coal" — hydroelectric warp.
power—Norway's power cornsanies offer households an avert
Age rate of only $0,01 per kilowatt-hour.
•

of the Tennessee Association for
Retarded Children and Adults,
has announced the employment
of John W. Green, a former
resident of Union City
Mr Green will serve as
assistant project director of the
Tennessee
Human
Rights
Campaign. Mr. Green,a graduate
of Devid Lipscomb College in
Nashville, was selected from a
field of 20 applicants
The Tennessee Human Rights
campaign, the first of its kind in
the United States, will attempt to
change the image of those persons in Tennessee Who have been
labeled "mentally retarded."
The program will utilize
professional
image-making
techniques with concentration in
the areas of newspaper, radio
and television across the state.
Mr. Nabi said, "TARCA is
fortunate to have a man of
Green's caliber working with the
program."
Mr. Green is the son of Mr and
Mrs. James J. Green of 7%
Edwards, Union City, and a 1985
graduate of Union City High
School .

Heart Clinic
Scheduled
At Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
—A
one-day heart clinic for medically Indigent adult patients will
be held Oct. 29 In the Graves
County Health Department here.
The clinic provides diagnostic
service for each patient along
with recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. Opportunity will be provided for the physician referring the patient to consult with
the clinician regarding his patient, and no patient will be admitted without a written referral from a physician.
The clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and McCracken counties.

Never Turn Around
STATEN ISLAND, N.Y.—The
famed Staten Island ferryboats
— seagoing buses — never turn
around on their continuous shuttle between Manhattan's Battery
and the St. George slip on Staten
Island. A rudder, a propeller
and a pilot house at each end of
the vessels allow them to travel
equally well in either direction.

Fulton, Ky.
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Tennessee Burley
Crop Threatened
NASHVILLE, Tenn,
Is going to be a pretty rough
Tennesee's 1971 burley tobacco crop to estimate." He pointed
crop is threatened by poor cur- out that acreage figures are uning weather, an agricultural of- available because of curing
ficial says.
Howard Allen, state director Allen noted that some of the
of the Agriculture Stabilization state's 90,000 farms with burley
and Conservation Service, said allotments are not growing bur.
after the Agriculture Depart- ley this year, and under agriment's latest crop estimate was culture Department regureleased Wednesday that poor lations, some are passing their
weather has hampered the nor- allotments to other farmers in
mal drying process and is a the same county.
threat to both the quality and Under the regulations, farmquantity of the crop.
ers can exceed their individual
The Agricultu're Department quotas by 10 per cent this year,
forecast a production of 95,850,- with the excess deducted from
000 pounds of burley in Ten- next year's crop.
nessee this year, 820,000 pounds If the market is strong, Allen
more than 1970 production.
said, "they'll probably do this."
The total is well below the
Tennessee is the nation's secstate's quota of 102,738,000 ond largest burley producing
pounds under a new poundage state, behind Kentucky. Kenquota system that went into ef- tucky's estimated production
fect this year.
this year is 371,800,000 pounds,
"It's been a pretty rough cur- down sharply from last year's
ing season," Allen said. "This production of 384,820,000.

Grafting
Protects Roots

Harbor Found
/n 1542

FRESNO, Calif:— Grafting is
practiced in vineyards mainly
to combat soil pests that attack
and destroy the roots of selected
high-quality grape varieties,

SAN DIEGO, Calif — San
Diego harbor was discovered in
1542 by Juan Rodrigues, a Portuguese navigator in the service
if Spain.

Come One, Come AIL To The

TRIPLE A AUCTION SALES CE/FtER
AND TRADING POST
Located on Highway 111, 2 miles South of Dukedom, Tenn,
at the old Welch School building.

Opening Friday Night Oct. 22 at 7: p. m.
New furniture incluthng 3 bedroom suites, 2 stereos, 3
living
room suites, 2 hide-a-beds, 2 toasters, 3 smell portable
TV's,
2 steam irons, 1 GE blender, 3 sofa beds, 10 recliners,
1 S.
day clock, various types of rugs.
This is brand-name merchandise and all of It new.
Many other used miscellaneous items including skillets,
coffee pots, irons, traverse rods, table vise, pair of car
stands,
end tables, occasional chairs, lamps, toasters, toys, rockers,
dishes, antiques and many, many more items too numerous
to mention.
— AUCTIONEERS —
COL. RUBE RT AINLEY
Lir, No. 6, Phone 901422-3513
-COL. THOMAS Al. FORD
Lit, No. 92, Phone 909-4694157

WADE'S

TOM EMBERTON
THE
SPIRIT OF KENTUCKY
TOM EMBERTON is the
one man Qualified by Experience to build on the
new start we have given
ourselves in State Government.
To continue the Spirit of
Kentucky requires the best
of all of us - - -

MAGIC CHEF
Dishwasher
Automatic
Multi-Cycle
Rinse and Hold
Choice of Colors

$219"

17- CUBIC FOOT
CREST FREEZER

Tom Emberton

THE EMBERTON-HOST TEAM
REPRESENTS ALL OF KENTUCKY
Paid for by county Republican Committee Connie Pawlukievrica, Treasurer

Wood Console Cabinets
60Inch Cabinets
AM - FM Radio $
Multiplex

24995

9"

$21

EUREKA

SPANISH

Upright Vacuum

END TABLES

$5495

Formica Tops1/2Price

WALL TO WALL CARPET
AS LOW AS
$4.95 Installed

— Credit Terms Available
— Terms To rd Your Budget
— Free Delivery __ •

Nead to tha Old &
Third National Bank
In Downtown
Union City.

Call U.

WADE."

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
ell$XxicsocalGtSGOlk.

•

STEREOS

118S-11752

Union

412111141ge cri
NNNNNN

\ N\

',N.'s,
.
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CELEBRATING LEADERSHIP and EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRONICS.. SINCE 1911

ong. Allen
do this."
don's sec
producing
:ky. Kenwoduction
0 pounds,
ist year's
00.

$51 on each of these STEREO TAPE OFFER
TOTAL
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

— San
covered in
es, a Parthe service

table models!

m. Tom.

p.m.

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE OR CASSETTE
10 GRAMMY AWARDWINNING SELECTIONS

10
TOP ARTISTS0

Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head
Shadow Of Your Smile
Up, Up And Away
For The Good Times
Michelle
Bridge Over Troubled Water
Rose Garden
Romeo And Juliet
MacArthur Park
Mrs. Robinson

Percy Faith
Tony Bennett
Charlie Byrd
Lynn Anderson
Bobby Vinton
Ray Conniff
Johnny Mathis
Peter Nero
Jerry Vale
Andre Kostelanetz

Produced exclusively for Magnavox by Columbia Special
Products . . . No commercials . . Not demonstration
tapes—just great listening. Nothing else to buy .. . so
come in now, and get yours at this low, low price!

Your Choice

3 living
110 TV's.
ors. 1$

NOW $418

skillets,
r steeds,
rockers,
urnerous

COME IN ... see all our Magnavox Anniversary values
including Color TV and special Stereo combination offers!

Matching Pedestal Base $30—both for only $448

41Z2-3333
41119-SIS7
••••••••.s.

•

TAC is a complete electronic system that automatically keeps flesh tones natural
and pictures sharp. No more jumping up and down to adjust controls .. . you'll
get a perfectly-tuned picture—with the right colors—on every channel, every
time! The new ultra-rectangular and ultra-bright Mattrix Tube—unlike many
r.sainmr.r4r.r.r...r-e,4r.i0thers.-fhea.erblack:47.kpaque strbsterme-surrouncletg wick color dot—resulting
in far better picture, contrast, sharpness and far rVore-lbrightbeett. The-new
Magna-Power dassis, with predominantly solid-state components, assures better performance and gFeater reliability. And—
convenient Remote Control for UHF/VHF is optionally available,
Today's most beautiful table models—all with
also at great savings. It lets you turn your set on /off, adjust volume
19' diagonal measure screens A. Contemporary—
and select stations—all from the comfort of your easy chair. It even
model 6282. B. Early American—model 6284. C.
automatically turns off your set after the station leaves the air I
Mediterranean styling—model 6286.
Mediterranean styling -- model 3673

SAVE $51 on each of

e

these TOTAL

BUY THIS ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
FM/AM RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
FOR
ONLY

$399

AUTOMATIC
COLOR consoles!

NOW $598
Your choice of seven styles

:e

Magnificent to see—on or off I A. Contemporary—
model 7152. B. Early American—model 7154.
C. Mediterranean styling—model 7156. French and
Provincial, plus Danish Modern styling also available.

Magnavox Total Automatic Color is a complete electronic system!
TAC lets you kick that bothersome tuning habit by automatically
keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. It eliminates the need
for jumping up and down to adjust controls, for it remembers to give
you a perfectly-tuned picture—wf the right colors—instantly and
automatically—on every channel, eteery time! The new ultra-rectangular and ultra-bright Matrix Tube—unlike many others—has a black,
opaque substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in far better
picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. The new MagnaPower Chassis, with predominantly solid-state components, assures
better performance and greater reliability. UHF/VHF Remote Control
is optionally available—also at great savings. Don't settle for anything
less than a magnificent Magnavox with TAC. Come in today!

STEREO CASSETTE
TAPE PLAYER

Enjoy the full beauty of music . . . plus the pleasure of truly fine furniture.
Choose from five authentic styles: Early American, Mediterranean, Italian Classic, Modern and French Provincial. All with 20-Watts EIA music power, two
High-Efficiency 10" Bass Woofers, two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns, plus the
famous Micromatic player. And, you get a custom installation kit for your tape
unit—it takes but minutes to place in your console. See these values today.

WADE TELEVISION
\\Ss,

8-TRACK STEREO
CARTRIDGE PLAYER

I
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MOIRSAVING MAXI-SAVINGS
.AC#CeGW...C#V2rCerrOCCfOcoCoroCcrf.e./--IZe.e..W./:dr..CW./C.Gc:XeWZG:•'%.IICG•Vr..W..r:e..e..,-..e--o--e..oTlp.t..C•n,-or.,-•Wersrsr.

/ZWe:K/WJCIYW.o...e.e.•Co:03W.e:,§

Aleseolleo,

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS
29c

WHOLE

LB.

RIB STEAK
994

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

IS
..boot•scozeovwsroonosesoc•s•.-.scroose...z.
4100499.nObbobbs".4,
,
BREAST
Lb. 59e
BACKS
Lb. 19c
LEGS
Lb. 69c
NECKS
Lb. 12c
CUT-UP FRYERS
Lb. 35e

U.S.CHOICE

U. S. effeliCE

QUALITY
STAMPS

HALF

U. S. CHOICE

Lb.$1.09

ROUND STEAK
SLICED

r-INELM111106WelOW•01,40:X.Co5020.0Lb.10"39c

LB

LB.

1

o
..c.e..es,ces.3
,
3.X.wozalsor•

LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
GIZZARDS
THIGHS
ROASTING CHICKENS

$1.09 STEAK

LB.

1

ROUND STEAK
Lb. 39c
Lb. 25c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 35c

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS ROUND

SWISS

STEAK

I

LB.

CLUB 09
STEAK
,I3

QUALITY
ps
T\
C
99

I

U.S. CHOICE BONE IN RUMP

S1.09 ROAST

89t
Lb. 89c

GROUND CHUCK

2 Lb. Box $3.71, _USED B

TURKEY ROAST

L

LB'S

BOX

99
C

E. W. JAMES

SWEET MILK

Gallon

$1.17

NESTEA SUGAR IL LEMON FLAVORED

ICED TEA MIX

1

1

$1.49

KRAFT

5Pkgs.

49c

b. 5

L0

SLICED BACON 1
59
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

DETERGENT

5 For

$1.00

PANCAKE and WAFFLE

4

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

49c

1/2 Gallon

ICE MILK

3

DANISH CHAMP LUNCHEON

ROLLS

AND ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE
TOBACCO
LIMIT ONE COUPON

FAMILY.

LOAF

CANS
FOR

$1

46 COUNT

TEA BAGS

MACARONI 8t CHEESE

5

DINNER

s

7 1/4 oz.
BOX
FOR

65

DINTY MOORE 24-0Z. CAN

49c

PREAM COFFEE

CREAMER

16 oz.
JAR

41c

CHILI with BEANS 3 Cam__ ZOO
PILLSBURY CREAMY MILK CHOC.
FROSTING
14.3 oz. 4411C
BOX

99C MIX

19c and up

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

B

10
°

Rectum this coupon!

THIS
WEEK
ONE CONTINENTAL CHINA
PLATE REG. $1.29 WITH
THIS COUPON AND $3.00'
GROCERY .PURCHASE.

994

noon Poo %trim. 9. WEEKS

PINE SOL

25c

GROWN

TURNIPS

15-oz. Bottle

10

54c
37c

FRENCH DRESSING
OLD JUDGE

COFFEE

LB.

890
49c

Ears

GRAPEFRUll

59c

15-oz. Cans
SAUCE
WINTER GARDEN FROZEN
ALL PACKED
OKRA
WITH BACON
SAUCE
TOMATOES
16 oz.
"
TURNIPS GREENSB

"

EACH I

2 Bunches

ONIONS

39c

29c

.
4
1110

CELLO BAG

A

U0 RADISHES

THIS AD GOOD THURS. OCT. 21st, ITIRU WED. OCT. 27th, 1971

noosom this coupon!

SONS

THIS
WEEK

ssI
supER-sAmvI
:
RRN ET"
s
occCOiti Tiff RIM TO

2 Lb. Jar _ _ 65c

GRAPE JELLEY

GREEN

YELLOW CORN

-I'E.W.JAMES

10t

CONTADINA MEAT-LOAF

PINK OR WHITE FLORIDA

LB

BAR

WELCH'S

U. S. No. 1 SWEET

MARSHMALLOWS
FANCY HOME

SOAP

QT.

KRAFT 11-0Z. BOTTLE

KRAFT 10/
1
241. BAG

PUMPKINS

IlLai Oassiumallat
Ptah,
b
Mn., mom*

2 Lb. Bag

POPCORN

43c

,JERGENS BATH SIZE

Sc OFF

KREY 15-0Z.

_VEGETABLE=

5

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

DRESSING

POPS. BITE

Box

I3c OFF

ARE GOOD THIS WEEK FOR 300 STAMPS! ai;R;i
A"
L
LUXURY

12 oz.

49c_

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
EXCLUDING MILK &
PRODUCTS.
ON WEDNESDAY
PER
46c
YOUR NO.8 QUALITY STAMP COUPONS JOY mum

TISSU
59c

6 Cans

80c

SWEET PICKLES

22-0Z. BOTTLE

BISCUITS

49-oz. Box

STOKELY'S 22-0Z. JAR

tile

24-o

YRUP

b9c
6
L.

SLAB

TOMATOES

CHARMIN BATHROOM

—1-IYBE PARK

N

NEW COLO POWER

BAMA

PARK

Lb.89c

..cocooce..ocw.c.-..-ow
#03.1-reGosroc.40
o •- STEELE'S 16-0Z. CAN

WITH THIS COUPON

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

ULM

1/2 Gallon

SORGHUM

I

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.$32

...00rate:A.Cor

$1.19

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

PORK SAUSAGE TURKEY ROAST
9
2
2

PLUS
QUALITY
STS
AmP

LB
(EXTRA LEAN)

STEW MEAT

(ALL WHITE MEAL)

SWIFT PREMIUM

$1.00
$1.00
Lb. 25c
Lb. 4k
29ct_

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS RUMP

BONELESS

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

FRANKS
49t

\
'4

/..e-0-..--/-..-i

6 For
4 For

ROAST

LB

SWIFT PREM.WRITE & DARK MEAT
\
\
\S

10
.$

HOT DOGS
CHILI - DOGS
NECK BONES
SALT SIDE
FAT BACK

FRESH

HEEL OF

PLUS
QUALITY

....w..
7..oze..e.."340.-,..0..cor•ze.e..c.c
.
..e
..,..-,.-..9
e...-.7
"249OCYSzersostaeos
u

ow

BARBECUE CHICKENS
BARBECUE PORK
Lb. $1.49
BARBECUE RIBS
Lb. 99c
BARBECUE PORK CHOPS
Lb. 99c
BARBECUE SANDWICHES 5 For $1.00

Lb. 89c
ROUND ROAST
MUTTON
Hine arts. Lb. 59c — Fore &Is.Lb 4 c

REELFOOT

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

't•-•

ONE CONTINENTAL
CHINA
MUG REG. $1.29 WITH
THIS
COUPON AND $3
GROCERY
,• PURCHASE

99t
GOOD FOR NEXT 2 WEEKS

LIMIT NAMES

_

